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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
A. Traditional Publicity and Conference Recommendation 73-1
In June 1973, the Administrative Conference of the United States (ACUS) adopted
Recommendation No. 73-1, Adverse Agency Publicity. 1 The Recommendation
responded to several well-known incidents in which a press release or other agency
announcement caused significant damage to a product, company, or even an entire
industry. ACUS called for each agency to adopt published rules that “balance the need
for adequately serving the public interest and the need for adequately protecting persons
affected by adverse agency publicity.” 2 These rules, according to the recommendation,
should require that publicity (1) be accurate and not disparaging, (2) announce
investigations and other pending actions only in carefully prescribed circumstances, (3)
fulfill an authorized purpose, (4) disclose when any information has a limited basis and
give parties advanced notice when practicable, and (5) be corrected or retracted when
erroneous or misleading. 3 By the late 1970s, only three agencies had created such
rulesthe Federal Power Commission (FPC), the Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC), and the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW). 4 Nine other
agencies claimed that their internal procedures complied with the “spirit” of
Recommendation 73-1, though they did not adopt rules. 5 Two agencies, the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC), took the position that their practices accorded with the Recommendation 73-1,
but objected to some of the recommendations and otherwise refused to implement the
recommendation. 6 Implementation by other agencies was undetermined at the time.
Decades later, I renewed the call for standards after finding that many of the same risks
reported by Professor Ernest Gellhorn still persisted. 7 Agency announcements can be
essential to protect consumers and allow consumers to make smarter, more informed
decisions. And agencies are often authorized, or even required, by statute to issue
publicity. However, like agencies in the 1960s and 1970s, modern agencies occasionally
issue publicity that is inaccurate, misleading, premature, excessive, or used to sanction
regulated parties rather than inform the public. Moreover, like Gellhorn, I found that
agency practices were not subject to many meaningful external constraints by courts or
by Congress, though many agencies themselves have adopted internal procedures
governing their practices.
1

38 Fed. Reg. 16,839 (Jun. 27, 1973); codified at 1 C.F.R. § 305.73-1(a).
Id.
3
Id.
4
18 C.F.R. §§ 1.6, 1.36; SEC Administrative Regulations §§ 161 et seq.; 45 C.F.R. pt. 17.
5
Letter from G. William Frick, EPA General Counsel, to Robert A. Anthony, ACUS Chairman, of
June 9, 1977 (on file with ACUS); Letter from Marcus A. Rowden, NRC Chairman, to Robert A. Anthony,
ACUS Chairman (May 31, 1977) (on file with ACUS).
6
Id. at 27.
7
Nathan Cortez, Adverse Publicity by Administrative Agencies in the Internet Era, 2011 B.Y.U. L.
REV. 1371 (2011); Ernest Gellhorn, Adverse Publicity by Administrative Agencies, 86 HARV. L. REV. 1380
(1973).
2
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B. Modern Challenges
My research also identified a number of challenges posed by modern agency publicity.
Though agencies continue to issue traditional press releases, agencies now also rely
heavily on modern, Internet-based disclosures. Today, agencies publish massive amounts
of adverse information about regulated parties or products on their web sites, and
increasingly use social media and searchable online databases to amplify this information.
Encouraged by recent “open government” initiatives, 8 agencies use information
disclosure not just to enhance government transparency, but to pursue regulatory aims.
Thus, my research finds that agencies have many more ways and perhaps more incentives
to issue publicity than in 1973. I also find that modern forms of publicity are, in some
instances, written, presented, and disseminated in ways that could increase the risk that
audiences will misinterpret the information. Moreover, hyper-responsive capital markets
now respond more swiftly and perhaps more hastily to agency announcements, regardless
of whether the information is accurate or interpreted correctly. Very few statutes address
modern agency disclosures, and it is unclear how laws like the Information Quality Act
(IQA) 9 might apply. As such, old problems with agency publicity are occurring in new
forms.
C. Methodology
The findings and recommendations in this Report are the product of a methodology
developed in conjunction with Conference staff. The foundation is my 2011 article,
Adverse Publicity by Administrative Agencies in the Internet Era, 10 which itself owes
much to Gellhorn’s 1973 study. 11 Added to this foundation was the following research:
• A literature review for articles published since my 2011 article.
• A review of Conference files related to Recommendation 73-1.
• A survey of federal judicial opinions involving challenges to agency publicity.
My 2011 article identified 26 relevant opinions since 1973. 12 Appendix C,
attached, includes a list of 33 such opinions published between 1974 and 2014,
representing 30 unique cases. The chart features a description of the relevant facts
and holdings in each case.
• A survey of agency databases that contain negative information about identified
products or parties, compiled with the help of Conference staff, at Appendix E.
• A survey of agency publicity policies and practices, culled from the literature,
from case law, and from agency publications and web sites.
8

See, e.g., Presidential Documents, Memorandum on Transparency and Open Government, 74 Fed.
Reg. 4683, 4685 (Jan. 21, 2009).
9
Treasury and General Government Appropriations Act for Fiscal Year 2001 § 515, Pub. L. No. 106554, 114 Stat. 2763, 2763A-153-54 (2001), codified at 44 U.S.C. § 3516.
10
Cortez, supra note 7.
11
Gellhorn, supra note 7.
12
Cortez, supra note 7, at 1375.
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• Detailed case studies of three agencies, the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA), the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), and the Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau (CFPB).
• Interviews of 18 individuals, including officials from all three agencies, and
representatives from both industry and consumer groups, as listed in Appendix B.
• A survey of agency guidelines promulgated pursuant to OMB’s guidelines
implementing the Information Quality Act (IQA), compiled with the help of
Conference staff, attached as Appendix G.

Yet, despite these efforts, we were not able to survey all agencies or all publicity
practices. The sheer number of agencies and the number and complexity of the issues
prohibit a comprehensive survey. The three case studies were chosen to represent a range
of agency practices, given their discrete regulatory missions. Of course, these agencies
may not capture the full range of practices by all agencies. We did survey a much broader
range of agencies wherever practicable. For example, Appendix E (Sample of Agency
Databases) and Appendix G (Agency IQA Guidelines) were created after surveying
nearly all federal agencies.
D. Findings
From this research emerge several key findings that inform the recommendations below:
Publicity is more voluminous and varied now. Although agencies still rely on press
releases and other traditional forms of publicity, the volume of such announcements is
dwarfed by the volume of information about regulated parties that agencies publish
online, using their web sites, social media, searchable databases, and other electronic
means. In fact, the use of massive, searchable, online databases has become increasingly
popular in recent years, and may soon eclipse other forms of disclosure as the preferred
tool for agencies. Thus, what I call “modern publicity” tends to be written, presented, and
disseminated in ways that could magnify the issues associated with traditional publicity.
Agency rationales have evolved. Although agencies still use publicity to inform and warn
the public, and infrequently to sanction a regulated party, agency rationales have evolved.
Both agencies and open government initiatives invoke transparency as a dominant
justification. Some agencies even cite the First Amendment concept of “the marketplace
of ideas” as a justification for broad disclosures. Thus, agencies today seem to use
modern forms of publicity less as a targeted sanction and more as a diffuse tool to
encourage industry-wide compliance and achieve other regulatory aims. The burdens of
disclosure tend to be much more marbled and less concentrated on a specific party.
Challenges have evolved. Modern publicity still raises the same concerns as in 1973.
Although not frequently abused, agency publicity still can be premature, excessive,
misleading, inaccurate, or used in coercive ways. Today, modern publicity is more
voluminous, more varied, and more likely to be misprocessed by Internet audiences,
including capital markets. Thus, as information disclosure has become a preferred

3

method among agencies, it has also become more difficult to manage. Many agencies
must maintain multiple internal organizations dedicated to public affairs, media relations,
social media, and FOIA. Many also maintain Chief Information Officers (CIOs). 13 Given
emerging agency capabilities, and given the longstanding concerns with agency publicity,
it is more important than ever for agencies to maintain clear policies and procedures.
Agency practices. My research shows that agencies seem to be sensitive to the power of
agency publicity and the need to ensure accuracy. The three agencies examined all have
multiple layers of review and approval for traditional announcements, and these layers
are designed to ensure accuracy above all else. Not all agencies publish their internal
policies and procedures, however. Agency practices vary on announcing investigations,
complaints, and other pending agency actions, though most agencies acknowledge the
problems with announcing that an agency has initiated an investigation (as opposed to
concluding one). Finally, agencies report receiving few objections to their press releases
or similar announcements, though perhaps this is due to the lack of clear procedures for
registering objections. (Moreover, instances rarely are documented by the media or via
litigation, but off-the-record conversations indicate that regulated parties still view some
agency announcements as problematic or unfair.) Most agencies do not have clear
procedures for requesting corrections or retractions to publicity, for example.
Informal customs predominate. Although some agencies have robust written policies and
procedures governing their publicity practices, other agencies rely on informal custom
and tradition. However, informal customs can break down, and even agencies staffed
with professionals of immense goodwill can benefit from clear written policies and
procedures. Moreover, many agencies fail to publish their policies or otherwise explain
how the subjects of publicity can seek recourse. Again, these problems predate (and
partially motivated) Recommendation 73-1. There seem to be few written policies and
procedures governing agency databases (with the notable exception of the CFPB’s
Consumer Complaint Database), even if the database is authorized by statute. Moreover,
although agency use of social media is subject to dozens of federal guidelines published
by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) and the General Services
Administration (GSA), 14 these guidelines largely ignore the longstanding problems posed
by agency publicity, focusing instead on privacy, security, and technical considerations.
E. Recommendations for Reform
I considered recommendations directed to all three branchesexecutive, legislative, and
judicial. Most important are the recommendations to agencies. I urge agencies to make
their publicity practices more transparent and to conform not only to existing law, but
also to principles of good governance. The recommendations to Congress are mostly to
13

See CIO.gov, Members, https://cio.gov/about/members/ (displaying almost 50 different agency Chief
Information Officers (CIOs) that are members of the U.S. Chief Information Officer and Federal CIO
Council, established by Executive Order 13011 and codified by the E-Government Act of 2002) (last
visited Aug. 7, 2015).
14
General Services Administration, DigitalGov, Checklist of Requirements for Federal Websites and
Digital Services, http://www.digitalgov.gov/resources/checklist-of-requirements-for-federal-digitalservices/ (last visited June 11, 2015).
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clarify existing law, particularly the scope of the Information Quality Act. Finally, after
much careful thought, and a change of opinion, 15 I do not recommend judicial review of
agency publicity absent the exceptional circumstances already recognized by courts.
Improving agency practices. Several groups, both in and out of agencies, said they would
support the Conference recommending best practices for agencies. 16 Based on my
research, and based on these discussions, I recommend the following ten best practices:
1. Written policies. Agencies should adopt written policies that address the content of agency
announcements and the procedures for issuing them.
2. Publication of policies. Agencies should publish their written policies online.
3. Advanced notice. Agencies should give advanced notice to subjects identified in publicity,
but only when the subject is not already aware of an ongoing agency action, unless such
notice would be impracticable or inconsistent with the nature of the proceeding.
4. Corrections and retractions. Agencies should adopt procedures for correcting and retracting
materially inaccurate statements, subject to exceptions in the public interest.
5. Publicizing investigations, complaints, and other preliminary actions. Agencies should not
publicize investigations except in rare circumstances as required by the public interest, and
should publicize complaints and other preliminary actions only with a clear explanation that
the action is tentative and non-final.
6. Capital market reactions. Agencies should consider the potential capital market reactions to
their announcements and should, when practicable and subject to exceptions in the public
interest, try to minimize potential capital market shocks.
7. Social media. Agencies should incorporate into their social media policies best practices and
procedures that apply to traditional types of agency publicity, such as clear lines of
responsibility for publishing information via agency accounts and safeguards to ensure the
accuracy of statements.
8. Database disclosures. Agencies should adopt written policies governing online databases
that contain adverse information about identified parties. Those policies should ensure that
(i) the data are accurate, (ii) that users are informed of the source(s), context, and any
limitations of the data, and (iii) that subjects are given the chance to post responses or
request corrections or retractions, subject to reasonable exceptions in the public interest.
9. Clarifying the Information Quality Act. The OMB should clarify that the Information
Quality Act applies to new substantive information in press releases that is not covered by
previous information dissemination subject to the Act. The OMB should also consider
updating its guidelines to account for the different types of databases published by agencies.
10. Fielding objections. Agencies that are not subject to the Information Quality Act, and do not
otherwise have post-publication procedures for requesting corrections to information should
direct objections to the agency’s announcement to the Ombudsman or Inspector General, as
appropriate.
15

Cortez, supra note 7, at 1441-53 (arguing for judicial review of agency publicity).
See, e.g., Interview with Sean Moulton, Director, Open Government Policy, and Scott Klinger,
Director, Revenue and Spending Policies, Center for Effective Government (formerly OMB Watch) (May
27, 2015); Interview with officials from the FTC Office of General Counsel (May 27, 2015).
16
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Statutory reforms. Due to the challenges of legislating agency-by-agency, I recommend
that Congress consider amending the Administrative Procedure Act (APA) or the
Information Quality Act (IQA) to require agencies to publish written procedures
governing their use of publicity, including procedures tailored to social media, online
databases, and other new forms of agency disclosure.
Judicial review reforms. Given significant doctrinal and practical barriers to meaningful
judicial review, I do not recommend judicial review of agency publicity outside the
“compelling” circumstances envisioned (but yet to be encountered) by courts.
* * *
II. TRADITIONAL PUBLICITY AND RECOMMENDATION 73-1
At the June 1973 Plenary Session of the Administrative Conference, the Conference
adopted Recommendation 73-1, Adverse Agency Publicity. 17 The recommendation
responded to several well-known incidents in which a federal agency issued a press
release or other public announcement that caused significant harm to the product,
company, or industry identified. In this part, I briefly revisit why agencies issue publicity,
why such publicity can be problematic, and what the Conference recommended in 1973.
But first, I consider the scope of what counts as “agency publicity.”
A. Defining “Agency Publicity”
Recommendation 73-1 defined “adverse agency publicity” as “statements made by an
agency or its personnel which invite public attention to an agency’s action or policy and
which may adversely affect persons identified therein.” 18 The Conference distinguished
such publicity “from the mere decision to make records available to the public rather than
preserve their confidentiality,” as the latter is governed by the Freedom of Information
Act (FOIA). 19
Of course, the Conference drew this distinction well before agencies created public web
sites that contain voluminous materials about regulated parties. 20 Today, agencies draw
attention to their online materials to varying degrees. The most salient documents usually
are accompanied by agency press releases and more traditional announcements. However,
even when agencies “passively” post information to their web sites, this information can
be picked up quickly by the media, the trade press, industry lawyers, and by
bloggersmaking the distinction between “actively” publicizing information and
“passively” releasing it more murky. 21 The distinction is blurred further by recent “open
17

38 Fed. Reg. 16,839 (Jun. 27, 1973); codified at 1 C.F.R. § 305.73-1(a).
1 C.F.R. § 305.73-1(a); 38 Fed. Reg. 16,839 (Jun. 27, 1973).
19
Id.; Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552.
20
Cortez, supra note 7, at 1392-93 (citing federal laws that required and encourages agencies to post
documents and other information online).
21
Id. at 1438-39. Note also that the Supreme Court rejected the distinction between active and passive
disclosures of information by the CPSC under the Consumer Product Safety Act. CPSC v. GTE Sylvania,
18
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government” and “smart disclosure” initiatives, which encourage agencies to publish
large amounts of information online, including large datasets about regulated parties.
However, there remains a meaningful distinction between information that agencies
believe “to be true and that the public should rely on,” and information released by
agencies without any express or implicit endorsement. 22 For example, information
released in response to a FOIA request does not carry the same “government imprimatur
on the document” as an affirmative statement by the agency. 23
Although my previous research focused on information that the government specifically
endorses in some way and takes some affirmative step to publicize, 24 this Report
considers both discrete public announcements identifying a particular product and/or
company, and modern agency databases that release large swaths of information about
multiple products and/or companies.
B. Why Agencies Issue Publicity
Agencies have several motivations for issuing adverse publicity, and these motivations
have not changed much since Ernest Gellhorn’s study was published in 1973. 25 The three
primary agency motivations are to inform, to warn, or to sanction.
1. To Inform or Warn
Agency use of publicity to inform or warn the public is relatively common and
noncontroversial. Recommendation 73-1 emphasized that agency publicity is often
necessary “to warn of a danger to public health or safety or a threat of significant
economic harm, or to serve other legitimate public purposes.” 26 Indeed, most agencies
must inform or warn the public, often by statutory mandate. For example, the CPSC must
“protect the public against unreasonable risks of injury” and “assist consumers in
evaluating the comparative safety of consumer products.” 27 The FDA must alert the
public to an “imminent danger to health, or gross deception of the consumer.” 28 The FTC
is given discretion to “make public” information obtained by it “in the public interest”
and to publish its reports and decisions “as may be best adapted for public information
and use,” 29 which has long been interpreted to authorize news releases. 30 Congress even
authorizes the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (PTO) to publicize complaints made

Inc., 447 U.S. 102, 107-08 (1980).
22
Cortez, supra note 7, at 1439 (citing CPSC v. GTE Sylvania, 447 U.S. at 107).
23
Id. (citing Pierce & Stevens Chem. Corp. v. CPSC, 585 F.2d 1382, 1388 (2d Cir. 1978)).
24
Id.
25
Gellhorn, supra note 7, at 1381.
26
1 C.F.R. § 305.73-1(a); 38 Fed. Reg. 16,839 (Jun. 27, 1973).
27
15 U.S.C. § 2051(b).
28
21 U.S.C. §§ 301, 375(b).
29
15 U.S.C. § 46(f).
30
FTC v. Cinderella Career & Finishing Sch., Inc., 404 F.2d 1308, 1314 (D.C. Cir. 1968); FTC v.
Freecom Commc’ns, Inc., 966 F. Supp. 1066, 1067 (D. Utah 1997).
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against invention promoters. 31 In fact, information disclosure may be a raison d’être for
the SEC.32 Agencies also defend their use of publicity as necessary to prevent rumors or
confusion and to ensure that media coverage is accurate. 33 In my recent interviews with
officials from the CFPB, FDA, and FTC, the agencies cited similar justifications. 34
These uses confer clear public benefits and must not be taken for granted. Recent
initiatives promoting “open government” and “smart disclosure” are only the most recent
manifestations of what most people expect of federal agencies.
2. To Pressure or Sanction
More controversially, agencies sometimes use publicity to pressure or sanction alleged
regulatory violators. As Gellhorn noted, publicity can serve as a form of sanction
(intended or not) when it punishes, deters, or coerces the parties identified therein. 35 The
effect can be severe on companies sensitive to public disapproval, particularly publiclytraded companies. 36 Indeed, because agency announcements can have such a quick and
dramatic effect on company stock prices, the threat of publicity has been referred to as a
“guerilla” tactic, “arm-twisting,” or a lesser form of “blackmail.” 37 Long ago, the SEC
and other agencies used to be notorious for sanctioning companies via publicity. 38
Perhaps more commonly, agencies sometimes use publicity not as a standalone sanction,
but as an extrastatutory method to amplify sanctions. 39 Publicity can be a convenient,
low-cost way to enhance sanctions, pressure targets into compliance or settlement, or
make up for limited statutory enforcement authority or even difficulties in proving
violations. 40 It is not unusual for enforcement agencies, for example, to publicize
investigations, complaints, or successful settlements or judgments. In 1973, the
Conference encouraged agencies not to use publicity when it is “excessive or it serves no
31
Inventors’ Rights Act of 1999, codified at 35 U.S.C. 297(d). PTO’s implementing regulations are at
37 C.F.R. § 4.1.
32
Gellhorn, supra note 7, at 1394.
33
Cortez, supra note 7, at 1379 (citing SEC Office of Inspector Gen., Report of Investigation No. OIG534: Allegations of Improper Coordination Between the SEC and Other Governmental Entities Concerning
the SEC’s Enforcement Action Against Goldman Sachs & Co. 62 (Sep. 30, 2010),
http://www.sec.gov/foia/docs/oig-534.pdf; FDA Administrative Practices and Procedures, 42 Fed. Reg.
12,436, 12,439 (Mar. 4, 1977) (to be codified at 21 C.F.R. pt. 2)).
34
Interview with Officials in the FTC’s Office of Public Affairs (May 27, 2015); Interview with
Jennifer Howard, Assistant Director, CFPB Office of Communications (May 28, 2015); Interview with
Heidi Rebello, Acting Assistant Commissioner for Media Affairs, FDA Office of External Affairs (August
5, 2015).
35
Gellhorn, supra note 7, at 1383.
36
Id.; Cortez, supra note 7, at 1379.
37
James T. O’Reilly, The 411 on 515: How OIRA’s Expanded Information Roles in 2002 Will Impact
Rulemaking and Agency Publicity Actions, 54 ADMIN. L. REV. 835, 836 (2002); Lars Noah, Administrative
Arm-Twisting in the Shadow of Congressional Delegations of Authority, 1997 WIS. L. REV. 874.
38
Gellhorn, supra note 7, at 1406, n.107.
39
Gellhorn, Noah, and I all pursue this issue. See Gellhorn, supra note 7, at 1398-1401; Noah, supra
note 37, at 876; Cortez, supra note 7, at 1379.
40
Cortez, supra note 7, at 1379; Gellhorn, supra note 7, at 1398-99 (citing the EEOC as an early
example, which has a “broad mandate and limited enforcement powers”).
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authorized agency purpose.” 41 As I discuss below, 42 modern agencies may still find
publicity to be efficient and attractive compared to other, more formal actions.
C. Problematic Publicity
Recommendation 73-1 observed that “adverse agency publicity is undesirable when it is
erroneous, misleading or excessive or it serves no authorized agency purpose.” 43
Gellhorn documented extensively these problems in his 1973 report, and my 2011 article
found that many of the same problems remain. 44 The core problems fall into four general
categories.
1. Premature Publicity
Publicity can be premature, such as when an agency publicizes that it has begun
investigating a party without also clarifying that the allegations have not been proven or
fully adjudicated. Since 1973, numerous parties have sued agencies for publicizing
investigations or complaints (though none of the suits have been successful). 45
Congressional statutes and White House directives have not been consistent on whether
agencies should publicize investigations and complaints. On one hand, Congress has
specifically authorized agencies to publicize complaints against certain parties, 46 and
recent “open government” initiatives by the White House have led several agencies to
create online databases of consumer complaints. 47 On the other hand, Congress has
banned other agencies from publicizing their investigations because it decided that
publicity in those circumstances may be premature and unfair. 48
Second, many agencies must also alert the public to health or consumer risks in the face
of incomplete information and scientific uncertainty. But even these announcements can
be premature. 49 For example, in 2008 the FDA and Centers for Disease Control and
41

1 C.F.R. § 305.73-1(a); 38 Fed. Reg. 16,839 (Jun. 27, 1973).
See Part III.B.1, infra (“More Agency Incentives to Use Adverse Publicity”).
43
1 C.F.R. § 305.73-1(a); 38 Fed. Reg. 16,839 (Jun. 27, 1973).
44
Cortez, supra note 7, at 1380-88.
45
In Appendix C (Table of Federal Cases, 1974-2014), see Wilson v. McHugh, 842 F. Supp. 2d 310
(D.D.C. 2012); Barry v. SEC, 2012 WL 760456 (E.D.N.Y. 2012); Invention Submission Corp. v. Rogan,
357 F.3d 452 (4th Cir. 2004); Doe v. United States, 83 F. Supp. 2d 833 (S.D. Tex. 2000); FTC v. Freecom
Comm., Inc., 966 F. Supp. 1066 (D. Utah 1997); First Jersey Securities, Inc. v. SEC, 553 F. Supp. 205
(D.N.J. 1982); EEOC v. Sears, Roebuck & Co., 1980 WL 108 (N.D. Ga. 1980); Trans World Accounts, Inc.
v. Associated Press, 425 F. Supp. 814 (N.D. Cal. 1977); Relco, Inc. v. CPSC, 391 F. Supp. 841 (S.D. Tex.
1975).
46
The Inventors’ Rights Act of 1999 authorizes the PTO to publicize complaints against invention
submission promoters.
47
See Part II.D.5, infra (describing the CFPB’s database of consumer complaints against certain
consumer finance companies, and OSHA’s proposal to publish workplace injury records).
48
The Federal Election Campaign Act prohibits the FEC from publicizing investigations for campaign
finance violations. 2 U.S.C. § 437g(a); see also Common Cause v. FEC, 83 F.R.D. 410, 411 (D.D.C. 1979)
(citing the legislative history to 2 U.S.C. § 437).
49
Administrative Conference of the United States (ACUS), Conference Recommendation 73-1 ¶ 3
(adopted June 8, 1973); 38 Fed. Reg. 16,389 (Jun. 27, 1973); 1 C.F.R. § 305.73-1 (recommending that
42
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Prevention (CDC) incorrectly identified tomatoes as the source of a salmonella outbreak,
costing the tomato industry an estimated $200 million.50 More broadly, my 2011 article
surveyed 1,542 FDA “press announcements” released between 2004 and 2010, finding
that 74% of the announcements that identified a specific product or party and were
adverse in some way also announced a pending or preliminary determination.
Undoubtedly, many of these announcements were necessary to protect public health, and
agencies like FDA should not be deterred from warning the public. But because
premature publicity can be incredibly damaging, it is worth considering procedural
protections that limit the risk of premature publicity.
2. Excessive Publicity
Publicity can be excessive when an agency uses unnecessary or pejorative language, or
goes beyond factual reporting. The most commonly cited example is the infamous 1959
press conference during which the Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW,
the precursor to HHS) warned the public to not eat potentially-carcinogenic cranberries,
punctuating the statement by noting that he, personally, would be avoiding cranberries
that Thanksgiving. 51 The Secretary failed to clarify that only cranberries from
Washington and Oregon might be unsafe, costing the industry $21.5 million in lost
surplus that year$8.5 million of which was indemnified by a private bill in Congress. 52
Recommendation 73-1 directed agencies to limit adverse publicity to factual content that
is accurate and does not contain disparaging terminology. 53
3. Publicity as a Sanction
There is also a long history of agencies using publicity to punish or pressure alleged
regulatory violators. 54 Indeed, the D.C. Circuit has suggested repeatedly that agency
publicity is only reviewable under the APA if it is intended to penalize or sanction the
target, or is false. 55 The legislative history to the APA includes a House Report
suggesting that the unauthorized use of adverse publicity as a sanction was viewed as a

adverse publicity, except in certain limited circumstances described in paragraph 2, “should issue only after
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50
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“troublesome subject” at the time.56 In several cases, parties have alleged that an agency
used publicity to sanction them, 57 but courts have yet to sustain such a challenge.
Despite the dearth of published judicial opinions on this issue, there are several notable
examples of agency publicity causing significant damage. In 2003, the FDA publicly
reprimanded a company for misrepresenting the benefits and risks of its cancer drug, but
did not inform the company of its objections before publishing them. 58 The company’s
stock price reportedly dropped 25% within hours of trading. 59 The 1959 cranberry scare
cost the industry $21.5 million, and became known throughout the industry as “Black
Monday.” 60 More recent incidents have been even more costly. In 2008, the tomato
industry lost $200 million after press releases by the FDA and CDC incorrectly identified
tomatoes rather than peppers as the source of a salmonella outbreak. 61 Publicly available
documents suggest that the FDA and CDC were simply responding to a public health
crisis without intending to sanction the industry. Nevertheless, the episode demonstrates
that the damage from agency publicity can be unavoidably indeterminate and almost
impossible to calibrate.
Because it is difficult to determine agency motivations, it is important that agencies not
devise novel uses for press releases beyond what is contemplated by statute. 62
4. Inaccurate Publicity
Finally, agency announcements can be problematic when they are inaccurate, as
demonstrated by the 2008 FDA and CDC salmonella press releases, 63 or by the series of
inaccurate product safety warnings by the CPSC that led Congress to amend the
Consumer Product Safety Act in 1981. 64 Recommendation 73-1 urged agencies to issue
retractions or corrections in such cases. 65 In judicial challenges to agency publicity,
56
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59
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parties often argue that the announcements were inaccurate, perhaps encouraged by the
D.C. Circuit’s suggestion in Industrial Safety Equipment that agency publicity might be
reviewable if it is false. 66 Nevertheless, in several cases evaluating the accuracy of
agency press releases, courts largely find them to be truthful and not misleading. 67
Moreover, my review of agency practices finds that agencies in general are very careful
to ensure the accuracy of their announcements, and that most inaccuracies seem to result
from good faith mistakes by agencies that must inform or warn the public with imperfect
information. Still, such mistakes can be particularly costly.
D. Recommendation 73-1
In light of such concerns, the Conference recommended in 1973 that agencies publish
written rules that contain minimum standards for issuing publicity, and that such rules
apply to “investigatory, rulemaking and agency adjudicatory processes as well as
informal agency actions.” 68 In adopting such rules, the Conference recommended that
“each agency should balance the need for adequately serving the public interest and the
need for adequately protecting persons affected by adverse agency publicity.” 69 The
Conference recommended five standards:
1. Content standards. The Conference recommended that agency announcements be
factual and accurate, and avoid using “disparaging terminology.” 70
2. Investigations, complaints, and other preliminary actions. The Conference
recommended that agencies issue publicity announcing investigations or pending trialtype proceedings only in limited circumstances, and according to three criteria. First,
agencies should use publicity to warn the public of a significant risk to public health or
substantial economic harm, unless the party responsible immediately discontinues the
offending practice. 71 Second, agencies should announce preliminary actions when
necessary to notify parties that might be affected or desire to participate in the proceeding.
And third, agencies should announce preliminary actions when the information is already
available to the public or subject to media publicity and the agency’s purpose is to “foster
agency efficiency, public understanding, or the accuracy of news coverage.” 72
3. Authorized purpose. The Conference also recommended that announcements that do
not qualify under the three criteria above “should issue only after the agency has taken
66
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reasonable precautions to assure that the information stated is accurate and that the
publicity fulfills an authorized purpose.” 73
4. Advanced notice. The Conference recommended that agencies should “prominently”
disclose when the information in agency publicity has a limited basis. Moreover,
respondents or prospective respondents in agency actions should be given advanced
notice of agency publicity and a reasonable opportunity to prepare a response “if
practicable and consistent with the nature of the proceeding.” 74
5. Corrections and retractions. Finally, the Conference recommended that any person
named in an agency announcement that is “shown to be erroneous or misleading” should
be allowed to request a correction or retraction, and that such correction or retraction be
issued “in the same manner (or as close thereto as feasible) as that by which the original
publicity was disseminated.” 75
These five standards, occupying less than a page in the Federal Register, represented a
much narrower version of the detailed standards recommended by Professor Gellhorn in
his report and accompanying law review articlewhich recommended, among other
things, judicial review and several statutory amendments. 76 Nevertheless, these five
standards were not widely implemented by agencies.
E. Implementation of Recommendation 73-1
Less than a month after the Conference adopted Recommendation 73-1, ACUS Chairman
Antonin Scalia defended it against criticisms in the media, writing:
[I]t has always seemed to me the most valuable role of wise men to counsel that
side of a difficult issue that is currently ignored in the heat of popular concern….
If there is such a thing as news suppression, there is also such a thing as “trial by
press release.” 77

Only the Federal Power Commission (now the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission)
and SEC promulgated regulations in response to Recommendation 73-1. 78 Nine other
agencies took the position that, though they had not adopted formal rules implementing
the recommendation, they felt that their procedures embodied the spirit of the
recommendation. For instance, the FTC pointed to its 1972 Public Information Policy
Guidebook, which predated Recommendation 73-1. 79 And in response to the Conferences’
73
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inquiry, EPA stated that its informal procedure was adequate in dealing with the concerns
of the Recommendation but said it would not incorporate the principles of the
Recommendation in its published regulation; 80 the NRC opposed the recommendation
that agencies balance public and private interests before publicity is released. 81
Implementation by twelve additional agencies either was undetermined or not applicable,
the latter because the agencies did not issue adverse publicity. 82 The CPSC and ITC
reported in that they were drafting rules to implement the recommendation, 83 although
Congress in 1982 addressed CPSC publicity practices by statute, 84 which the CPSC then
implemented by rule. 85
Both the FDA and its then parent agency (HEW) initially disputed parts of
Recommendation 73-1, but HEW subsequently promulgated a rule titled Release of
Adverse Information to News Media in 1976, 86 and the FDA proposed its own rule in
1977 87 (although it was never finalized). 88 Today, FDA generally follows the HHS rule
originally promulgated by HEW. 89
The three case studies below demonstrate that agencies generally follow the principles of
balance and fairness embodied in Recommendation 73-1, though perhaps not the full
contours of the recommendation.
III. MODERN PUBLICITY
Contemporary agency “publicity” seems to be much more voluminous and varied than in
1973. Although agencies continue to issue press releases and other traditional forms of
publicity, agencies now rely heavily on modern modes of communication, virtually all
related to Internet platforms. Indeed, a primary motivation for revisiting
Recommendation 73-1 and Professor Gellhorn’s work was to reexamine the issues raised
by agency publicity in light of modern modes of communication.
My research finds that in the four decades since Recommendation 73-1, five interrelated
developments may compound the potential problems with agency publicity: (1) modern
80
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agencies have many more ways to issue publicity and disseminate information than in the
1970s; (2) modern agencies likely have even more incentives now to use information as a
regulatory tool and eschew more formal enforcement actions; (3) new media make it
easier for audiences to misinterpret or mischaracterize agency announcements; (4) hyperresponsive capital markets now process agency announcements more swiftly and perhaps
more hastily, multiplying the potential damage; and (5) Congress and the White House
have specifically considered some agency publication practices, particularly through the
Information Quality Act (IQA). This part considers these five developments in turn.
A. More Ways to Issue Publicity
For at least the last 15 years, modern agencies have relied heavily on their web sites to
disseminate information to the public. More recently, agencies also have begun to use
social media services like Twitter to communicate with the public. And, perhaps even
more recently, agencies have begun to publish large online databases on their web sites,
making large swaths of potentially adverse information about private parties available in
public, searchable, sortable, and machine-readable formats. These three practices raise
many of the same issues as traditional publicity, as well as some novel ones. Today,
many agencies seem to use online information disclosure not just to increase government
transparency, but to pursue regulatory aims. 90 As a former General Counsel for the EPA
explained, “Information … can be a supplement, sometimes even an alternative, to
regulation. When broadly available, information can change behavior.” 91
1. Agency Websites
The most significant point of departure from 1973 is that virtually all modern agencies
operate their own web sites, 92 which endow agencies with a platform to publish
information about the thousands of actions or decisions they make each week. 93 For
example, agency web sites often publish licensing applications, company reports, product
complaints, notices of alleged violations (and company responses), documents obtained
during agency investigations, settlement agreements, and other potentially negative
information that identifies a specific product or company. 94 In fact, press releases and
other traditional announcements by agencies may represent a small fraction of the
adverse information that an agency publishes. 95 The information published may come
from regulated parties, competitors, consumers, or from the government itself. 96 Agency
James W. Conrad, Jr., The Information Quality ActAntiregulatory Costs of Mythic Proportions?
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web sites thus allow regulators to “publish a staggering amount of freestanding
information about companies that is not disclosed as part of rulemaking.” 97 As one
observer notes, “[v]irtually all new documents released publicly by federal agencies, and
many historic documents, are now available on their web sites.” 98 Not all of this
information is actively publicized by agencies in the way that a traditional press release
would be publicized, and agencies seem to draw public attention to these materials to
varying degrees. Thus, it can be hard to generalize about information agencies post online.
As commonplace as agency web sites are today, two statutes helped move the trend. In
1996, the Electronic Freedom of Information Act Amendments required agencies to
create “electronic reading rooms” to make public important documents, including those
frequently requested or likely to be requested by FOIA. 99 And in 2002, the EGovernment Act required agencies to solicit and accept public comments online during
rulemaking. 100 Agencies have been further encouraged to use their web sites by the
Obama Administration. The day after President Obama took office in 2009, he published
a Memorandum on Transparency and Open Government, calling for the heads of
departments and agencies to “harness new technologies to put information about their
decisions online and readily available to the public.” 101 Thus, agency use of web sites is a
well-entrenched and probably underexamined phenomenon. 102
2. Social Media
Second, modern agencies have embraced social media to communicate with the public.
Some of the more frequently used platforms are Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, and Flickr.
For example, the EPA’s main web page features a “Connect with EPA” section, which
includes links to the agency’s blogs, Twitter profiles, Facebook pages, YouTube page,
Flickr stream, and Pinterest page. 103 A page displaying all EPA social media includes 34
unique Twitter accounts, 31 Facebook profiles, nine blogs, two discussion forums, one
YouTube channel, one Flickr photo stream, one Google+ profile, one Instagram feed, one
Foursquare page, and links to EPA podcasts and RSS feeds. 104 Other agencies also have
multiple profiles with services like Twitter and Facebook. 105 By contrast, a newer agency
like the CFPB has comparatively fewer social media pages. 106
97
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Social media differ in important ways from traditional print and broadcast media. For
example, they are much more interactive and generally produce information in much
shorter bursts. Twitter, for example, is famous for its 140-character (not word) limit.
Social media platforms also tend to encourage users to rely on images and short videos
rather than long text-based documents. These features seem designed to maximize quick
consumption and wide disseminationencouraging users to forward, share, repost,
retweet, and “like” posts. As such, agency social media announcements tend to be highly
condensed, with less room to explain the nuance of complex regulatory actions. 107
Although most social media allow links to full text documents, it is not clear how
frequently readers follow these links.
Another departure point for social media is the volume and variety of platforms. The
federal web site USA.gov lists 21 different social media services used by the federal
government. 108 And many of these services perform very different functions. Flickr is a
photo-sharing service. 109 Foursquare is a map-based social network. 110 YouTube hosts
videos. 111 Instagram is a photo-based social network. 112 Disqus is an online discussion
feature added to web pages. 113 Although not all of these services are used to publish
adverse information, some of them are. For example, many agencies use Twitter to
announce enforcement actions, product recalls, and other alerts. 114 Social media allow
agencies to communicate with the public more quickly and more casually than ever. 115
3. Agency Databases
A third new tool for agencies since 1973 is the use of searchable online databases.
2014);
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Federal agencies now maintain perhaps thousands of searchable online databasesan
undetermined portion of which contain potentially negative information about named
products or parties. The precise number of such databases is not clear. The General
Services Administration (GSA) runs the federal web site Data.gov, which links to many
of these databases. Currently, Data.gov lists 174 different federal, state, and local public
organizations that publish “datasets” online. 116 And many of these organizations publish
hundreds of datasets each. For example, the Department of Homeland Security is credited
with 312 datasets, while the Department of Education is credited with 277 datasets. 117
Other agencies, like the CFPB, are credited with very few datasets, although they are
high-profile ones. 118
The databases of concern to this project are those that contain potentially negative
information about an identified private product, person, or firm. Appendix E highlights
some of the more notable agency databases of this sort, explaining their purpose(s), any
statutory authorization they can claim, and any relevant litigation. For example, the
Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) publishes databases with quality
ratings of Medicare physicians, hospitals, and nursing homes, including rates of
complications and death, and aggregated patient surveys. 119 The CFPB publishes
consumer complaints against banks and other financial institutions, with detailed
information about the nature of the complaint and the company’s response. 120 The CPSC
publishes a searchable database of product safety problems and recalls, 121 while the FDA
publishes similar databases containing reports of safety problems with drugs and medical
devices. 122 As Appendix E shows, several agencies now operate such databases. And
more are planned. The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) proposes
to publish workplace injury records online. 123
The use of databases as a regulatory toolto change behavioris not entirely new. Their
use may date back to 1986, when Congress required the EPA to establish a Toxic Release
Inventory (TRI) to track chemical releases by facilities nationwide. 124 The Act required
116
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the EPA to maintain the information “in a computer data base … accessible to any
person.” 125 TRI has been applauded for having a “significant impact on firm-level
emissions” and inspiring similar disclosure efforts in the United States and globally. 126
Interest in using databases for regulatory ends was renewed by the Obama Administration,
which has pushed “open government,” “smart disclosure,” and “open data” initiatives.127
One of President Obama first’s official acts in office was to direct executive departments
and agencies to “harness new technologies to put information about their decisions online
and readily available to the public.” 128 The site Data.gov both is a product of these
initiatives and showcases their massive scope.
Agencies’ widespread use of databases may blur the traditional distinction between
“actively” publicizing negative information and “passively” releasing it.
Recommendation 73-1 was careful to distinguish agency statements that “invite public
attention … from the mere decision to make records available to the public rather than
preserve their confidentiality,” 129 as those decisions are governed by FOIA. Similarly, my
2011 article purposefully excluded “reverse FOIA” cases in which private parties sued to
prevent agencies from releasing certain information. 130 Although my article observed that
the distinction between active publicity and more passively releasing information was a
less meaningful one than in 1973, 131 I found that most courts conclude that FOIA
responses by agencies do not carry the same “government imprimatur on the document”
as affirmative statements by agencies. 132 However, in a recent case, a district court found
that a product safety report posted in the CPSC’s SaferProducts.gov database “bears the
Government’s stamp of approval through its publication on an official website that, by its
terms, is a repository of reports regarding ‘unsafe products.’” 133 The court sustained the
anonymous company’s challenge, finding that posting a “materially inaccurate” report on
SaferProducts.gov was not only “final agency action” under the APA, but also arbitrary
and capricious and in violation of the CPSC’s own database regulations. 134
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An important point is that different agency databases may be populated by different data
sources, 135 requiring different standards. For example, there is a reduced risk of
publishing inaccurate information if it comes directly from the party identified, as in the
case of the EPA’s Toxics Release Inventory (TRI). In contrast, the CFPB’s Consumer
Complaint Database includes information reported by consumers, which is sometimes
disputed by companies. As such, the CFPB gives the companies identified in complaints
the opportunity to verify a commercial relationship with the complainant and publish a
response. 136 Other databases include information generated by agencies as part of their
regulatory responsibilities. For example, OSHA maintains a database of agency
enforcement inspections, searchable by establishment. 137 Similarly, the FDA maintains a
database of Warning Letters, searchable by company, subject, and the like. 138
Information in these databases also is often preliminary and/or disputed. Finally, some
databases compile information from a variety of sources. Medicare’s Physician Compare,
Hospital Compare, and Nursing Home Compare web sites allow users to sift through a
massive, searchable database of publicly- and privately-generated information about
Medicare providers. 139 In short, although the traditional problems with agency publicity
apply to agency databases, mitigating these problems may require responses that are
highly tailored depending on the type of database.
Perhaps a model for operating modern agency databases is the CPSC’s site,
SaferProducts.gov, which features a searchable database of consumer product safety
incident reports. 140 In 2008, Congress passed the Consumer Product Safety Improvement
Act, 141 which required the CPSC to establish on its web site a searchable product safety
database. 142 The Act required the database to include “reports of harm relating to the use
of consumer products” as reported by consumers, state and local governments, and by
other parties. 143 Each report must describe the product or substance, identify the
manufacturer or labeler, describe the harm relating to the product or substance, and report
any corrective actions taken. 144 The statute requires the Commission to “provide clear
and conspicuous notice to users of the database that the Commission does not guarantee
the accuracy, completeness, or adequacy of the contents of the database.” 145 The statute
135
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also includes procedural requirements. For example, the Commission “shall” provide
manufacturers or labelers the chance to comment on reports, and request that these
comments be included in the report. 146 It also requires the Commission to consider
objections that the information in a report is “materially inaccurate,” though the Act
allows the Commission to determine when information meets that standard. 147 In
implementing regulations, the Commission defines “materially inaccurate” information
as information “that is false or misleading, and which is so substantial and important as to
affect a reasonable consumer’s decision making about the product.” 148 In 2012, as noted
above, a federal court held that the Commission failed to follow its own regulations in
posting “materially inaccurate” information on the site. 149
As agencies rely more on databases for regulatory purposes, SaferProducts.gov might
serve as a model. The database is authorized by statute. The Commission takes pains to
notify users that it does not guarantee the accuracy or completeness of the information
published. And there are clear standards and procedures, published in the Code of Federal
Regulations, that give companies the opportunity to comment on reports or object to them,
guided by robust standards (“materially inaccurate”).
B. More Agency Incentives to Use Publicity
Agencies today may have more incentives to rely on adverse publicity than agencies in
the early 1970s. At that time, most agencies were beginning to rely more on rulemaking
and less on case-by-case adjudication. 150 As agencies began to use rulemaking to respond
to problems of greater scope and complexity, the legislative, executive, and judicial
branches gradually imposed various procedural checks and balances on agency
rulemaking, which progressively “ossified” the process and burdened rulemaking
initiatives. 151 Although agencies have long relied on informal methods beyond traditional
rulemaking and adjudication, 152 the ossification of rulemaking and increasingly
aggressive judicial review led agencies with finite resources and expanding
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responsibilities to develop an arsenal of informal tools not specifically authorized by
statute and not subject to judicial review. 153
Although much attention has been focused on agencies’ increased use of guidance
documents, 154 adverse publicity emerged as one of the most efficient and effective forms
of extrastatutory “arm-twisting” that agencies could deploy. 155 Even agencies with robust
statutory enforcement authority find adverse publicity (or simply the threat of it) to be
more effective than formal enforcement actions that typically require “cumbersome
judicial proceedings.” 156 Thus, agencies struggling with resource constraints and/or
increased regulatory burdens may find that issuing publicity is particularly convenient
and effective compared to traditional statutory tools. 157
The basic calculus that makes publicity attractive to agencieslow marginal cost of
publication and almost immediate benefits in the form of increased complianceremains
applicable today. Perhaps not surprisingly, then, agencies continue to make
announcements that raise objections from targets. One notable example is the Department
of Education, which in 2014 published a list of 55 U.S. colleges and universities that it
was investigating for inadequately handling sexual assault allegations. 158 The Department
emphasized that the comprehensive list represented a shift from earlier agency practices,
when the Department would publicly confirm investigations but not publicize a list of
them. 159 The press release quotes a Department official “to make it clear that a college or
university’s appearance on this list and being the subject of a Title IX investigation in no
way indicates at this stage that the college or university is violating or has violated the
law.” 160 Page views for the press release were “unprecedented” according to the
Department, setting an all-time record for visits to the Department’s web site and social
media views. 161 Finally, in March 2015, the Department published a list of 556 colleges
and universities that did not meet the Department’s “financial responsibility test,” 162
153
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which raised objections that the Department was using a “shaming technique” and had
publicly “accused innocent schools of violations and failed to correct its mistakes.”163
(Note, importantly, that the Department had been criticized for keeping the list of
colleges “secret” and may have been required to release the information under FOIA. 164)
The Undersecretary of Education responded that the potential risks to institutions were
outweighed by the benefits of releasing the information to students and their families. 165
C. More Opportunities to Misinterpret Publicity
A third reason for updating Recommendation 73-1 is to consider how audiences consume
modern agency publicity. My research found that newer forms of publicity are written,
presented, and disseminated in a way that potentially increases the risk that audiences
will misinterpret the agency’s announcement.
To be sure, the traditional agency press releasedrafted carefully by public affairs
professionals, vetted through various levels of agency and perhaps even legal review, and
sent directly to a curated list of media recipientsstill seems to be standard practice at
most agencies. 166 But even this traditional practice has been transformed by modern
media. For example, in addition to sending a traditional press release to a list of recipients,
an agency might also publish multiple versions on its web site and write very short blurbs
about it on social media platforms. Again, the information release is more voluminous
and varied than in 1973, increasing the risk that at least some important facts or nuances
will be lost in translation somewhere along the way.
Social media in particular increase the risk that audiences will misread, misunderstand, or
mischaracterize agency announcements. Again, most social media are designed to
generate information that can be consumed quickly and shared widely. The best example
is Twitter, which limits each “tweet” to 140 characters, inclusive of characters used in
hyperlinks. Thus, a tweet is more akin to a newspaper headline than the body of the
article. For example, the SEC recently used its “SEC Enforcement” account on Twitter to
announce an enforcement proceeding to its followers: 167
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The hyperlink loads a PDF document of a cease-and-desist order filed by the SEC
alleging certain violations of the Securities Exchange Act. The 92-character
announcement on Twitter displays the name of a person and his company
prominently. The only context it gives is the phrase “Admin Proceeding,” which may
not be familiar to many readers. However, being posted on the SEC Enforcement
account, it is clear that Mr. Pollack and Montgomery Street Research are the targets
of SEC enforcement, though the tweet itself does not clarify whether the charges have
been proven or are contested. The post was “retweeted” once and “favorited” once by
different Twitter users. There were 4,013 posts on the SEC Enforcement Twitter feed as
of June 11, 2015, and my review of the last six months suggests that the vast majority
were of this nature.
Social media also make it very easy for users to repeat and share the information. Agency
Twitter accounts often have thousands or even hundreds of thousands of followers,
including reporters for the lay media and trade press. For example, the SEC Enforcement
feed had 5,124 followers on June 11, 2015. 168 But this was dwarfed by the EPA’s main
Twitter account, which had roughly 251,000 followers as of December 16, 2014. 169
Another interesting problem not present in 1973 is the risk of audiences’ not
understanding whether a federal agency owns a certain social media profile and thus is
responsible for authoring its content. For example, my 2011 article found examples of
private citizens creating profiles or pages with federal agency names on Facebook and
Twitter. 170 These services now verify accounts for public figures and institutions like
federal agencies, usually by displaying a blue or green check mark. But non-government
users still appear to be creating social media profiles for agencies. 171 Twitter seems to be
particularly problematic. The Twitter profile “@FDAWarning” appears to be run by a
non-agency source. 172 In fact, the federal web site USA.gov now offers a site that allows
users to verify federal government social media accounts. 173 It is not clear how many
168
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non-agency sources operate social media profiles with agency names in the title, and
whether the followers, subscribers, or audience for these announcements appreciate the
difference.
My non-exhaustive review finds scattered policies governing social media practices, but
most such policies are silent on potential problems caused by adverse agency publicity.
The General Services Administration (GSA) runs a web site, www.digitalgov.gov, that
serves as a resource for federal agencies operating web sites and social media accounts.
The site includes a helpful and quite lengthy list of laws, regulations, and policies that
govern “federal public web sites and digital services,” including FOIA, the IQA, and
various OMB memoranda. 174 Although the GSA does not seem to impose any hard
requirements on federal agenciesrelying instead of OMB directives and other
sourcesit seems to be an appropriate vehicle for disseminating best practices.
D. Hyper-Responsive Capital Markets
A fourth reason for updating Recommendation 73-1 is to reconsider agency publicity
practices in light of modern capital markets. Internet-powered capital markets seem to
respond more swiftly and perhaps more hastily to agency announcements, multiplying the
magnitude for potential damage to company reputation and stock price, thus reducing
agencies’ margin for error. As my 2011 article demonstrated, company stock prices
respond rapidly to new information, regardless of whether that information is accurate or
interpreted correctly. 175
Although instances of stock price drops in response to agency announcements rarely are
reported in the media or subject to litigation, a few examples demonstrate the stakes.
Perhaps the most notable recent example of capital markets over-responding to inaccurate
information is the Bloomberg News fiasco with United Airlines. In 2008, Bloomberg’s
financial news service mistakenly republished an old 2002 story announcing that United
would be filing for bankruptcy. 176 That day, United stock lost 76% of its value (roughly
$1 billion) in just over thirty minutes before trading was suspended by NASDAQ. 177
Bloomberg had apparently relied on third-party content providers to find current news on
publicly-traded companies, and one such provider had reposted the old 2002 story after
174
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searching for United on Google. 178 Notably, Bloomberg posted a quick correction just 15
minutes later. 179 Although United stock largely rebounded, the news shock persisted for
days as United stock traded lower than before the incident. 180
My research found some examples of stock price responses to agency announcements,
although again, news reports seem to be rare. For example, one company lost 35% of its
stock value a day after the FDA publicized manufacturing violations, leading the
company to suspend manufacturing and lay off 350 employees. 181 Another company lost
25% of its stock value within hours of an FDA announcement that publicized the FDA’s
objections to the company’s own press release. 182 This announcement was notable in that
the FDA reportedly did not notify the company of its objections beforehand and
considered the approach a novel way to address industry conduct. 183 Finally, Goldman
Sachs suffered “the biggest one-day decline in its stock in over a year” after the SEC
announced charges against the company, 184 despite the SEC’s efforts to temper the media
and market reaction by making the announcement on a Friday and combining it with a
second announcement. 185
These incidents demonstrate that “the market apparently reacts to a headline as much as
anything else.” 186 Responding to this general problem, the New York Stock Exchange
(NYSE) asked the SEC either to give it advanced notice of major enforcement
announcements or announce them during non-trading hours, so as to minimize the news
shock. 187 But the SEC denied the request on the grounds that leaks might compromise the
effort and that announcements with a major impact on trading would be rare. 188 However,
our research found at least one agency, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services
(CMS), with a policy that prohibits agency employees from releasing “market sensitive”
informationinformation that “may have stock or bond market implications”unless
properly authorized. 189 The CMS “Employee Nondisclosure Policy” recommends that the
178
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even when properly authorized, release of market-sensitive information be performed
only during non-trading hours to “err on the side of caution.” 190
Roughly a year later, media reports suggested that CMS had failed to adhere to this
policy. 191 In February 2011, CMS sent a memorandum during trading hours to roughly
6,500 private insurers that operate Medicare Advantage Plans. 192 The memo announced
that CMS would rethink its plan to increase government audits of the Medicare payments
to these insurers, which might result in massive repayments from the insurers to the
government. Shortly after an investment analyst flagged the memo, stock prices for the
publicly-traded companies shot up, creating billions in new equity for the companies. 193
CMS officials called the announcement “routine,” but the analyst emphasized that CMS
rarely announces major changes outside of publishing proposed and final rules in the
Federal Register. 194 In the face of media scrutiny, a CMS spokesman defended the memo
as a “standard communication,” noting that the agency “can’t control how people react to
a memo like this.” 195 This episode highlights, again, how quickly capital markets can
react to agency announcements, and how even written agency policies like CMS’s may
not prevent all lapses. Still, it is not clear how often stock prices change dramatically in
response to agency announcements, as reports of such instances remain rare.
E. Information/Data Quality Act
Finally, agency practices are also worth revisiting since 1973 in light of congressional
action, particularly the Information Quality Act of 2001, sometimes referred to as the
Data Quality Act. 196 The Act required the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) to
issue government-wide guidelines for “ensuring and maximizing the quality, objectivity,
utility, and integrity of information … disseminated by the government.” 197 It also
required the OMB to “establish administrative mechanisms allowing affected persons to
seek and obtain correction of information maintained and disseminated by the agency”
that does not meet those standards. 198 In 2002, the OMB finalized guidelines
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implementing the Act, 199 followed by agencies’ issuing their own guidelines. 200
However, since 2001 it has been unclear whether “press releases” and similar agency
announcements are subject to the Information Quality Act and OMB guidelines. On one
hand, the Act itself does not exempt press releases. The Act states broadly that the OMB
guidelines should “apply to Federal agency dissemination of public information,
regardless of the form or format in which such information is disseminated.” 201 On the
other hand, OMB’s final guidelines specifically exclude “press releases” from the
definition of “dissemination” (defined broadly as “agency initiated or sponsored
distribution of information to the public”). 202 The exemption for “press releases” was not
included in the OMB’s proposed guidelines; it first appeared in the OMB’s interim final
guidelines, without explanation. 203
A further complication is that the Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs (OIRA)
seemed to support individual agency guidelines that narrowed the OMB’s exemption for
press releases to only those releases that are based on a precursor document that is itself
subject to the Act. 204 For example, the EPA’s guidelines exempt only press releases and
other communications that announce or give public notice of information that EPA had
already disseminated elsewhere. 205 Similarly, OIRA seemed to view favorably a similar
approach by HHS and FDA that exempts press releases from their Information Quality
Act guidelines unless the press release contains new substantive information not covered
by previous information dissemination subject to the Act. 206 Several other agencies have
drafted their own IQA guidelines to narrow the OMB’s exemption for “press releases.”
Appendix G surveys 42 different agency IQA guidelines, finding that most agencies
significantly narrow the OMB’s exemption for press releases in this way:
Guidelines narrow the OMB’s exemption for press releases:
Guidelines adopt the OMB’s broad exemption for press releases:
Guidelines are unclear or do not address press releases directly:
Guidelines conflict on whether the broad or narrow exemption applies:
TOTAL

199
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According to an OIRA memorandum to agencies issued in 2002, narrowing the
exemption for press releases in this way “avoids creating an incentive to misuse press
releases to circumvent information quality standards.” 207 Thus, OIRA seemed to approve
of agencies’ narrowing the exemption for press releases. However, some agencies appear
to be applying the press release exemption broadly, not narrowly. 208 Although the
National Institutes of Health (NIH)’s National Toxicology Program (NTP) previously
agreed to correct a press release and fact sheet posted on the NTP’s web site, 209 that same
year, the NIH refused to consider the substance underlying a similar request by the Salt
Institute because the NIH’s Information Quality Guidelines exempt press releasesthe
broad reading. 210
In contrast to press releases, it would seem on first glance that agency databases clearly
would be covered by the Information Quality Act and OMB guidelines. Indeed, the Act
seems designed for things like agency databases. Yet, as with press releases, the Act’s
application to databases is unclear, and probably varies by database. Again, the broad
wording of the Act states that the OMB guidelines should apply to agency “dissemination
of public information, regardless of the form or format.” 211 And the OMB guidelines
define “information” as “any communication or representation of knowledge such as
facts or data, in any medium or form,” 212 including “information that an agency
disseminates from a web page.” 213
However, the OMB excludes from coverage “opinions, where the agency’s presentation
makes it clear that what is being offered is someone’s opinion rather than fact or the
agency’s views.” 214 The guidelines also exempt “adjudicative processes.” 215
Thus, the one law that might be used to discipline modern agency announcements has, in
some situations, been construed as not applying to many agency announcements. 216
207
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IV. CASE STUDIES
I evaluate in detail the policies and practices of three agenciesthe FDA, the FTC, and
the CFPB. These case studies offer a more granular picture of how agencies try to
balance competing public and private interests when issuing various forms of publicity,
including newer forms like social media and online databases.
A. U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
The FDA featured prominently in earlier studies on agency publicity. 217 It was one of the
only agencies to propose a rule in response to Recommendation 73-1, 218 and is a frequent
litigant in cases challenging agency publicity. 219 As the earlier studies observe, FDA
publicity can devastate products, companies, or even entire industries. Yet, more than
most agencies, FDA publicity is an essential tool for alerting the public to serious health
risks, often in the face of factual and scientific uncertainty.
Benefits and uses of publicity. The FDA uses publicity to warn consumers about
hazardous products or “gross economic deception.” 220 The agency also uses publicity to
educate consumers, solicit public comments, clarify the agency’s views on matters of
public interest, and report on FDA studies, investigations, and enforcement activities.221
FDA officials describe two overarching goals of publicityto educate the public, and to
further its public health mission. 222 FDA officials also note that publicity aimed to
educate the public can, for example, help consumers make smarter purchasing decisions
and avoid potentially adulterated or unsafe products. In litigation, the FDA vigorously
defends its discretion to warn the public of health and safety risks, even with incomplete
factual and scientific information. 223 Former FDA officials emphasize that publicity is a
very powerful tool for protecting public health because the agency has direct access to the
media and enjoys credibility on product-specific warnings. 224 Current FDA officials
carefully consider whether to make announcements, given the potential impact of FDA
publicity. 225 In short, the FDA can directly affect how, and indeed whether, the public
uses regulated products. 226 The agency has long been aware of this power, and such
awareness may temper any inclinations to abuse it. 227
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Publicity as a regulatory tool. In the past, FDA has used publicity as a regulatory tool,
treating both publicity and Warning Letters as a form of informal enforcement. 228
Although the statute gives the FDA discretion to not report “minor violations” for
prosecution if the agency “believes that the public interest will be adequately served by a
suitable written notice or warning,” 229 the agency does not limit Warning Letters or
publicity to such “minor violations.” Wayne Pines, former FDA Chief of Press Relations
and Associate Commissioner for Public Affairs, explains that FDA senior leadership has
long believed that Congress authorized FDA “to use publicity as an enforcement tool.”230
Current FDA officials stress that FDA no longer views publicity as an enforcement tool.
The burdens of publicity. Academics have observed that FDA sometimes wields publicity,
or merely the threat of it, as a regulatory weapon. 231 Former FDA officials also recognize
that “publicity from the FDA is a very, very powerful tool.” 232 For example, in 2003 the
FDA published a “Talk Paper” to criticize an allegedly misleading press release by a drug
company about its cancer drug. 233 The agency reportedly did not notify the company of
its objections beforehand, and the company’s stock price fell 25% within hours. 234 There
are also documented cases of FDA publicity leading directly to the closure of
manufacturing plants, employee layoffs, and products being removed from retail stores
nationwide. 235 As Gellhorn noted, publicity by the FDA can be particularly damaging
because consumers have a very low tolerance for perceived risks to the safety of food and
drugs. 236 FDA officials have long been aware that the agency’s power of publicity can be
“infinitely larger than any other power” the FDA possesses, and cite instances in which
“FDA has come out publicly and just eliminated products from the market.” 237 Thus,
although FDA usually is justified in warning the public of product hazards, former
officials worry that the risk of abuse of agency discretion is greater with publicity than in
any other area. 238
FDA’s current position. The FDA no longer views publicity as an enforcement tool.
Rather, the FDA views publicity as necessary for providing relevant health information to
the public, given its statutorily-mandated mission to promote and protect the public
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health, and given the broad scope of consumer products the FDA regulatese.g., drugs,
medical devices, foods, and tobacco. FDA views its disclosure of public health
information as being governed by applicable laws and regulations, including 21 U.S.C. §
331(j) and 18 U.S.C. § 1905. The FDA is sensitive to potential economic harm that may
result to regulated entities. However, the agency has procedures in place to ensure the
information it provides to the public is accurate. Moreover, there is a public health need
for FDA to provide information essential to the public about a particular health risk.
Statutory authority. Because FDA publicity can be so damaging, its authority to issue it
has been questioned. However, more than most agencies, the FDA can claim explicit
statutory authority to issue publicity. 239 Section 705 of the Federal Food, Drug, and
Cosmetic Act (titled “Publicity”) grants the FDA broad authority to disseminate
information about regulated products that, in the agency’s opinion, present an “imminent
danger to health or gross deception to the consumer.” 240 The same section requires the
FDA to publish “reports summarizing all judgments, decrees, and court orders,”
including “the nature of the charge and the disposition thereof.” 241 The statute makes
clear that nothing prohibits the FDA from reporting the results of investigations. 242 Thus,
the statute authorizes FDA to publish complaints, for example, as long as the agency
explains the nature of the charge and clarifies that the charges have not been
adjudicated. 243 Other parts of the statute explicitly authorize FDA to notify health
professionals and consumers of product risks, 244 which would justify broad publicity in
most cases.
Implicit authority. The FDA has also asserted that it has broad, implicit authority to
issue publicity. The Public Health Service Act requires FDA to publish information about
the products it regulates. 245 Moreover, the FDA cites the Supreme Court’s opinion in
Barr v. Matteo for the proposition that publicity is a core discretionary function of
agencies. 246 The FDA has long viewed these powers expansively. 247 Former FDA Chief
Counsel Peter Barton Hutt once remarked that the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act
“must be regarded as a constitution” that gives the agency broad discretion to protect
public health. 248 And in legal challenges to FDA publicity, the agency argues that it
enjoys almost unreviewable discretion to warn the public 249 arguments viewed with
skepticism by some courts and scholars. The D.C. District Court, for example, wrote that
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the FDA’s publicity practices might allow it to “effectively regulate industry without ever
exposing itself to judicial review.” 250
Litigation. Although litigation challenging agency publicity remains somewhat rare, FDA
is one of the most frequently sued agencies, along with the FTC and the CPSC. 251 Like
most other agencies, FDA frequently takes the position that agency publicity is not
subject to judicial review under the APA, 252 and is protected by sovereign immunity and
executive privilege. 253 As with other agencies, courts generally agree. 254 As noted above,
FDA in the past had viewed publicity as a form of informal enforcement. 255 But again,
some courts and scholars have been uncomfortable with publicity yielded this way. One
district court, considering arguments that the FDA had targeted specific companies with a
publicity campaign, wrote that the FDA could not have it both ways:
This Court cannot now say that a focused effort such as this may be is immune
from judicial review because the agency says its decision is tentative and open to
reconsideration. If the FDA’s view is, in fact, so tentative that it is not yet ripe for
judicial review, it may not be appropriate to take actions which directly result in
harm to those private parties who dare to disagree with them. 256

The court observed that it would be “inherently unfair” to allow FDA to use publicity to
“enforce its determination without allowing the affected party an opportunity to prove
that the FDA’s position is wrong.” 257 Although the district court’s opinion is an outlier, it
expresses a common frustration with the lack of redress for agency publicity. Indeed, a
former lawyer in the Office of Chief Counsel concludes that “there is relatively little a
company can do in most circumstances to significantly diminish the effect of [an FDA]
release.” 258
Proposed rule. Given the widely-recognized power of FDA publicity, the agency
proposed a rule in 1977 that would have set standards and procedures for issuing it. 259
The proposal was an attempt to codify FDA’s existing practices and implement both
Recommendation 73-1 and a 1976 rule by its parent agency, then the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW). 260 The preamble cites the usual benefits of
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publicitywarning and informing the publicbut also acknowledges that publicity can
interfere with ongoing criminal and civil cases, and may “cause economic harm” to the
parties identified. 261 The rule would have set distinct standards and procedures for
publicizing criminal trials, civil litigation, investigations, and administrative hearings.262
The rule also would have given advanced notice to parties identified in publicity and
allowed them to request corrections or retractions for any information that was
“materially erroneous or misleading.” 263 In the end, FDA never finalized the rule, and
withdrew it summarily years later. 264
HHS rule. Without its own publicity policy, the FDA was left with the 1976 rule by HEW
(now the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)). The rule, “Release of
Adverse Information to News Media,” 265 endorses Recommendation 73-1 and tracks it
closely. 266 For example, the rule applies to “adverse information,” defined as “any
statement or release by the Department or any principal operating component made to the
news media inviting public attention to an action or a finding by the Department or
principal operating component of the Department which may adversely affect persons or
organizations identified therein.” 267 The rule’s basic principle is that such information
“shall be factual in content and accurate in description,” avoiding “[d]isparaging
terminology not essential to the content and purpose of the publicity.” 268 The rule also
requires the Department and its sub-agencies to take reasonable precautions to assure that
the information is accurate and fulfills an authorized purpose, again tracking
Recommendation 73-1. 269 Information released should provide context, including the
nature of any studies performed, the sources of any data, and whether the information is
based on allegations that have yet to be fully adjudicated. 270 In response to public
comments, the Department emphasized that FDA would retain broad discretion to issue
publicity “when necessary to protect public health or safety.” 271
HHS guidelines. Perhaps more important than the HHS rule are the HHS Guidelines
on the Provision of Information to the News Media, which apply to “information in any
form provided to news and information media, especially information that has the
potential to generate media attention, public interest, or inquiry.” 272 As FDA officials
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explain, the Guidelines articulate the basic philosophy and operating principles used by
HHS and its sub-agencies. 273 The FDA’s News Media web site links to the Guidelines.274
Several parts of the Guidelines emphasize that communications must be “accurate.” 275
They also encourage employees to “[a]ct promptly to correct the record or erroneous
information, when appropriate.” 276 The Guidelines describe the responsibilities of the
HHS Office of the Assistant Secretary for Public Affairs (ASPA), News Division, and
how it should coordinate with other offices, divisions, and programs. 277 The Guidelines
also prescribe, very broadly, that the ASPA News Division “will coordinate the review
and clearance of departmental press materials by appropriate officials,” but describe no
detailed procedures for this process. 278 FDA officials explain that all press
announcements are reviewed by the FDA’s Office of Chief Counsel and HHS. 279
Publicizing preliminary actions. In addition to announcing the results of enforcement
actionsconsent decrees, settlements, judgments, and criminal sentencesFDA also
regularly publishes press releases announcing unresolved actions, including
investigations, civil complaints, and criminal charges and indictments. 280 The HHS rule
limits announcements of investigations or “pending agency trial-type proceedings” to
cases where there is a significant risk to public health or substantial economic harm. 281
Moreover, the rule allows HHS or its sub-agencies to withhold releasing adverse
information if “public harm can be avoided by immediate discontinuance of an offending
practice.” 282
Advanced notice. The HHS rule allows agencies to provide advanced notice of
publicity to identified parties “if practicable and consistent with the nature of the
proceeding.” 283 This provision gives parties a chance to prepare a public response in
advance, but does not create a right to edit or object to the agency’s announcement.284
The FDA recognized in its 1977 proposal that identified parties are generally aware that
they are on the agency’s radar 285a notion reiterated by current officials. 286 Sometimes,
FDA will contact the company to verify certain facts before publishing a press release,
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but will not share the contents of the release with the company. 287 Thus, the FDA “does
not negotiate with the company about the text of the FDA announcement” or “share the
text of a press communication with a company in advance.” 288 Long ago, FDA adopted a
policy that doing so would be inconsistent with the agency’s FOIA policies. 289
Corrections and retractions. The HHS rule allows parties to request that the agency
correct or retract information that is inaccurate or misleading, and provides that the
response will be made “in the same manner” as the original announcement. 290 Similarly,
as noted above, HHS Guidelines encourage employees to “[a]ct promptly to correct the
record or erroneous information, when appropriate.” 291 FDA’s 1977 proposed rule would
have allowed private parties to file a citizen petition to the Assistant Commissioner for
Public Affairs requesting the agency to correct or retract publicity, including procedures
for expediting requests. 292 But current FDA officials believe that informal
communications are likely to be more effective than formal filings. 293
FDA Manuals. Apart from HHS rules and guidelines, a variety of FDA employee
manuals address publicity. The most significant seems to be the Regulatory Procedures
Manual, which addresses publicity in several sections, particularly those dealing with
recalls and emergencies. 294 (Note, however, that FDA indicates that some parts of the
Manual are outdated and are thus undergoing review and revision.) Additionally, some
FDA product centers mention publicity in their own manuals. The FDA’s Center for
Veterinary Medicine states that staff should avoid “[p]remature publicity concerning
investigations and adverse reactions.” 295 My previous research evaluated a detailed
manual by the Center for Drug Evaluation and Research that included one section
(4112.1) with detailed policies for issuing press releases, Talk Papers, and other
announcements, but the section was deemed obsolete by FDA and is no longer published
online. 296 Finally, FDA officials describe internal policies and procedures that are not
publicly available, but these were not produced at the time of our interview. 297
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Publicizing recalls. One of the FDA’s most important public health duties is to notify
the public of recalls. 298 Although the FDA has been criticized in the past for publicizing
inaccurate recall information or using recalls in lieu of more appropriate sanctions, 299 the
agency must retain maximum discretion to warn the public. 300 Courts generally protect
this discretion. 301 And, to the agency’s credit, it generally “reserves publicity for products
that pose the most serious risks.” 302 The Regulatory Procedures Manual discusses
procedures for notifying the public and other government agencies of recalls, 303 although
the FDA notes that some parts of the Manual are outdated and are currently undergoing
revision. The Manual explains that recall notices are superintended by the Associate
Commissioner for Public Affairs. 304 (Note this position no longer exists. The FDA
currently has an Associate Commissioner for External Affairs and an Assistant
Commissioner for Media Affairs.) The Manual also states that “[a]gency policy gives the
recalling firm the first opportunity to prepare and issue publicity concerning its recall.”305
FDA also provides guidance to industry for notifying the public. 306 The guidance
emphasizes that FDA will issue its own press release for a recall if the firm fails to do so
or if the firm’s press release is inadequate. 307 In the past, FDA had to rely heavily on
publicity during food recalls because it lacked mandatory recall authority. 308 When
Congress granted this authority, it also specified what types of information the FDA
should provide to the public during a recall. 309 Although the FDA necessarily must
publicize recalls with incomplete information, recalls are based on the best available
scientific information, often including Health Hazard Evaluations.
Publicizing enforcement actions. The Regulatory Procedures Manual provides
detailed procedures for issuing press releases regarding agency enforcement actions, 310
though again agency officials stress that the Manual’s outdated provisions are undergoing
review and revision. Nevertheless, the Manual states that enforcement staff can
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recommend that FDA issue a press release, but the decision rests with the Office of
Public Affairs (which was renamed the Office of Media Affairs, a part of the Office of
External Affairs). 311 The press release should describe the enforcement action, including
the type of action, the basis for the action, and the firm’s name, location, product(s)
implicated, and the relevant geographical market. 312 FDA staff must coordinate with any
Assistant U.S. Attorneys working on the case. 313 There seems to be a relatively clear set
of procedures for drafting and clearing FDA press releases. The Office of External
Affairs writes the first draft based on model press releases and routes it first to the
appropriate product center, 314 then to the Office of Regulatory Affairs (ORA), and then to
the lead case attorney from the Office of Chief Counsel (OCC). 315 Sometimes, one of the
FDA’s product centers writes the first draft, then seeks review. Once these three offices
review the press release for accuracy, the Office of External Affairs will “route it through
… standard press release clearance process, which involves top agency officials.” 316
After this, the Office of External Affairs solicits final edits from the offices. 317
FDA practices. I interviewed Heidi Rebello, the Acting Assistant Commissioner for
Media Affairs in the FDA’s Office of External Affairs, who described FDA practices.
Although former FDA officials recalled that FDA employees followed informal customs
rather than written policies, 318 current FDA officials stress the importance of written
policies. 319 According to Rebello, FDA press officers are “intimately aware” of these
policies. 320 Staff are required to follow standard operating procedures, and their
performance evaluations consider how well they do so. 321 The internal policies are very
detailed, and Rebello makes minor updates frequently. 322 New employees are trained on
these procedures and given hard copies as part of their orientation packets. 323 Rebello
also noted that FDA’s internal policies and procedures for issuing press releases are
consistent with the other federal agencies at which she has worked (the EPA and
USDA). 324
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Forms of publicity. FDA publicity is packaged in several different forms, perhaps due to
its obligation to warn the public of product risks. My earlier review found that FDA
makes announcements about specific products or companies in 28 different forms, 325
most of which read as product warnings. The agency’s Newsroom site houses its press
announcements, including news releases, statements, and transcripts of press conferences.
It also lists other resources, including Warning Letters, the weekly “tip sheet” for media,
and the FDA’s blog. 326 But beyond these five forms, the FDA uses at least 23 other forms
(undoubtedly there are more) to warn the public about specific products:
Forms of FDA Product Announcements
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advice for Patients;
Consumer Updates;
Field Action Notification;
Field Correction;
Frequently Asked Questions;
Important Information;
Important Customer Notification;
Important Notice;
Important Safety Information;
Information Alert;
Information for Health Care Professionals;

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Market Withdrawal;
Notice of Field Correction;
Notice to Readers;
Product Withdrawal;
Public Health Advisory;
Public Health Notification;
Recall;
Safety Communication;
Urgent Instruction Correction;
Urgent Removal; and
Urgent Notification.

Some of these labels suggest different intended audiences, and some labels have legal
significance. For example, product “corrections,” “recalls,” and “withdrawals” have
different regulatory meanings. 327 Moreover, these announcements may not be mutually
exclusiveeach could be accompanied by a separate press release, Warning Letter, or
the like. In short, the FDA often uses multiple overlapping announcements to
communicate product risks. The point is not to question how the FDA labels these
announcements, but simply to note their volume and variety. FDA publicity, broadly
construed, comes in many forms. 328
Warning Letters. Some of these forms, such as Warning Letters and Talk Papers,
have long caused confusion. Both have been used to publicize FDA’s objections to
specific products or conduct. For example, FDA publishes hundreds if not thousands of
Warning Letters on its web site that identify specific objections to specific products or
practices. 329 Warning Letters are not formal enforcement action; they typically precede it.
The letters are used to notify individuals and firms of alleged violations, often based on
inspectional findings, and give firms “an opportunity to take voluntary and prompt
corrective action” before FDA initiates enforcement. 330 Although FDA explains that it is
not required to warn companies before taking enforcement action, “most individuals and
325
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firms will voluntarily comply with the law.” 331 The agency emphasizes that “[a] Warning
Letter is the agency’s principal means of achieving prompt voluntary compliance” with
the statute and regulations. 332 Less frequently, and not recently, FDA has used Talk
Papers to publicize its objections to company conduct, even though Talk Papers were
ostensibly designed to guide FDA staff internally. 333 Talk Papers are no longer used,
according to FDA officials. 334
FDA.gov. Perhaps equally important is the massive amount of information that FDA
publishes about companies and products on its web site, www.fda.gov. Like other
agencies, the FDA is required to post important information online. 335 But perhaps more
than other agencies, the FDA can publish a large variety of documents with information
adverse to regulated parties, including legal complaints, inspectional observations,
product recalls, Warning Letters, and other agency objections that have not been fully
resolved or adjudicated. 336 (Note, however, that comments submitted to the docket on
FDA’s Transparency Initiative indicated public interest in receiving such information.337)
Although the FDA has long tried to distinguish active publicity versus passive
disclosure, 338 the distinction has eroded during an era of sprawling agency web sites that
post thousands of documents that are readily available to the media and trade press. 339
Survey of FDA press releases. A major feature of my earlier research was a substantive
review of all “press announcements” posted on the FDA’s web site between 2004 and
2010. 340 A chart with my findings is reproduced in Appendix D. I found that during this
331
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seven-year period, FDA issued 1,542 unique press releasesa little less than one every
business day. 341 Of those, 65% (1,009) identified a specific product, company, or
individual. 342 Of this group, 62% (622) were negative or adverse in some way; most of
the positive announcements publicized product approvals by FDA. 343 And of the 622
press releases that both identified a specific product or party and were adverse in some
way, 74% (463) involved some sort of preliminary or pending agency action that had not
yet reached a final, determinative conclusion. 344 Thus, around 30% of all press releases
during this time (463 out of 1,542) qualified as adverse publicity involving a pending or
preliminary agency action. 345
Of course, many of these announcements involved product recalls, which are often based
on Health Hazard Evaluations and other scientific analyses. And many other
announcements undoubtedly involved actions that concluded with successful judgments,
orders, or settlements for the agency, or voluntary compliance by the firm. 346 Although
the practice of issuing such announcements certainly is understandable given FDA’s duty
to alert the public to health risks, the sheer volume of early-stage adverse announcements
may raise the risk of errors. 347
Scientific uncertainty. As noted in my earlier research, “FDA is understandably
protective of its duty to warn the public of dangerous products and other health risks,”
and “routinely emphasizes that it must warn the public of health risks, even when acting
on limited information and scientific uncertainty.” 348 During interviews, FDA officials
emphasized that the agency uses its best judgments of the science and public health risks
when deciding to communicate with the public. 349 Indeed, courts have recognized that
FDA and other agencies must exercise judgment to decide when “it is more desirable to
make a decision based on the currently available information than to wait for more
complete data or more confirmation of the existing data.” 350 After the FDA rescinded a
1971 warning that canned green beans might contain botulism, Commissioner Charles
Edwards defended the agency’s decision to warn the public before reaching a definitive
conclusion: “In dealing with life or death problems like botulism, there are times when
the public interest demands action before the scientific case is complete. The decision
always must be made in favor of consumer protection.” 351 This stance is consistent with
other FDA disclosure and reporting practices, including its adverse event reporting
visited July 21, 2015).
341
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system, which requires reports of adverse events “associated” with a product even before
causation can be established. 352 Today, FDA officials explain that the agency has made
great strides improving its ability to investigate the sources of foodborne illnesses, for
example, which also improves the agency’s confidence in the accuracy of early
announcements. 353 In short, the FDA generally engages in significant scientific analyses
and review before publicizing problems with products.
Risk communication. Along these same lines, FDA is improving its understanding of
how to communicate risk information effectively. The agency has a Risk Communication
Advisory Committee that has published guides and strategic plans discussing how best to
communicate risks associated with regulated products. 354 Thus, the FDA actively selfreflects on its communications practices.
* * *
Social media. FDA public outreach is prolific, no more so than on social media. In
addition to a blog, email alerts, videos, and podcasts, the FDA maintains social media
accounts on Facebook, Pinterest, Flickr, YouTube, and Twitter. 355 Currently, the FDA
maintains 17 different Twitter accounts, including FDA Drug Information, 356 FDA
Food, 357 and FDA Recalls. 358 FDA Recalls and FDA MedWatch identify products and
firms in their announcements:

Other FDA Twitter accounts use company-specific information more sparingly. For
example, FDA Tobacco includes a string of public health messages, 359 and the FDA
Twitter account for medical devices includes a string of notices for new guidance
documents and upcoming workshops. 360 The FDA’s account on the photo sharing site
Flickr includes recalls, with photos of the labels of products being recalled. 361
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HHS social media policies. Social media is handled primarily by the Web and Digital
Media Staff within the FDA’s Office of External Affairs. 362 As with press releases and
other communications, FDA follows HHS guidelines. HHS identifies well over a dozen
federal policies that apply to HHS agencies’ use of social media, including policies
governing internal agency approvals, information security, privacy, and “Linking, Liking,
Following, and Endorsement.” 363 The policies emphasize that all “official uses of social
media must be approved” and that the “decision to use a social media tool (or
combination of tools) must be based on a strategic communications plan and must
address the commitment of resources necessary to manage and maintain the public
engagement.” 364 HHS also requires that “[a]ll content posted to third-party sites should
also be verifiable through an agency’s official site,” and “provide a link back to the
agency’s official site.” 365 Finally, HHS urges employees to consider whether “following
an organization [on social media] may convey endorsement of the entire entity, while
retweeting or reposting content from another entity may only imply endorsement of the
content that is being reposted.” 366 FDA staff also noted that the GSA guidelines apply to
the agency’s use of social media. 367 In short, there are many different HHS and
government-wide rules and guidelines that apply to FDA social media use.
* * *
FDA databases. The FDA maintains several databases that track problems with products
and/or manufacturers. For example, the FDA Enforcement Report database displays
recalls for all regulated products, including biologics, cosmetics, devices, drugs, food,
and veterinary drugs. 368 The FDA Adverse Event Reporting System (FAERS) includes a
database of medication errors and adverse drug events reported to the agency. 369 A
similar, searchable database exists for medical devices. 370 FDA also maintains a
searchable database of inspection result classifications for manufacturing facilities, 371 and
a list of people debarred from submitting drug product applications. 372 There are, of
362
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course, databases that do not necessarily focus on the negative. For example, the FDA
maintains searchable databases of product approvals. Other representative FDA databases
are included in Appendix E. 373 FDA officials explain that some of these databases
include information that must be published by statute. 374
Open FDA. The FDA is beginning to publish these and other databases in more userfriendly formats on its Open FDA site. 375 Currently, Open FDA has separate pages for
drugs, devices, and food. All three include an Enforcement Reports database. 376 The drug
and device sites also include adverse event databases. 377 Open FDA publishes both
individual reports and trend analyses. For example, it noted that as of July 2015, the
adverse drug event database contained nearly five million reports since 2004, with an
interactive chart showing the number per year. 378 To former FDA officials, these “open
data” initiatives are nothing new to the FDA, 379 which has maintained an adverse event
database in some form since 1967, 380 and has probably published it online for nearly two
decades. A former official explains that the new “Open FDA” initiative 381 takes for
granted that FOIA long ago “opened the FDA.” 382 Current FDA officials emphasize that
the agency is trying to make public information that could be subject to FOIA requests, or
otherwise are required to be published by statute. 383
Disclaimers. Some of the FDA’s online databases include noteworthy disclaimers about
the accuracy and reliability of the data. For example, FDA publishes a large database of
reports from hospitals, manufacturers, and others who suspect that a medical device may
have caused or contributed to death or serious injury. Below the search fields are several
disclaimers, including the following two:
Although [Medical Device Reports] are a valuable source of information, this passive
surveillance system has limitations, including the potential submission of incomplete,
inaccurate, untimely, unverified, or biased data. In addition, the incidence or prevalence
of an event cannot be determined from this reporting system alone due to potential underreporting of events and lack of information about frequency of device use.
***
Confirming whether a device actually caused a specific event can be difficult based
solely on information provided in a given report. Establishing a cause-and-effect
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relationship is especially difficult if circumstances surrounding the event have not been
verified or if the device in question has not been directly evaluated. 384

Similarly, the FDA’s adverse drug event database notes that the “data does have
limitations”:
First, there is no certainty that the reported event (adverse event or medication error) was
actually due to the product. FDA does not require that a causal relationship between a
product and event be proven, and reports do not always contain enough detail to properly
evaluate an event. Further, FDA does not receive reports for every adverse event or
medication error that occurs with a product. Many factors can influence whether or not an
event will be reported, such as the time a product has been marketed and publicity about
an event. Therefore, FAERS data cannot be used to calculate the incidence of an adverse
event or medication error in the U.S. population. 385

Thus, the FDA seems to appreciate the value of providing context for negative data. It is
less clear whether public audiences read or appreciate the FDA’s disclaimers. However,
FDA officials do reiterate these caveats to reporters who use these databases to write
stories, and work with reporters to help them understand the nature of the data. 386 FDA
officials cited significant interest by the media and other groups in adverse events
associated with childhood vaccines. 387 FDA staff spent extensive time and resources in
the 1990s explaining the nature of the information posted in its adverse event databases,
including basic concepts like numerators and denominators and what kinds of
conclusions could fairly be drawn from the data. 388
Objections to FDA databases are rare. FDA officials could not recall instances in which
manufacturers objected to information published in one of its databases. 389 Perhaps this is
because the FDA regularly posts physician labeling for each product online shortly after
the agency approves the product. 390 The approved physician labeling includes a
significant amount of negative information uncovered from extensive clinical testing,
including specific warnings, precautions, and adverse reactions (which often include data
related to deaths and other serious complications). 391 Thus, adverse events posted in the
FDA’s online databases may replicate dangers and deaths that are forecasted in the
approved labeling already published online.
* * *
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Best practices. FDA officials are in favor of the Conference’s identifying best
practices. 392 They stress that the FDA prides itself on maintaining good procedures and
ensuring that employees know and understand these procedures. 393 The agency takes a
very “intentional approach” to its internal procedures. 394 Ann Wion, Senior Advisor to
the Chief Counsel, noted that without such procedures, agencies may be more likely to
make mistakes in issuing publicity; having procedures in place does not completely
eliminate mistakes, but makes them less likely. 395 Former FDA officials seem to agree.
The former Associate Commissioner for Public Affairs supports the Conference’s
recommending that agencies adopt written policies governing their publicity practices. 396
He explained that, after leaving the agency, he thought it would be worthwhile for FDA
to develop a rule or guidance on its publicity practices. 397 However, he cautioned that
such a document must be formulated properly, noting that it can be difficult to commit
agency practices to writing. 398 Like other agency officials, he also cautioned that any
written policy would have to define practices and procedures broadly. 399 Highly-specific
requirements might be difficult to follow, might unnecessarily constrain the agency, and
would require numerous exceptions. 400 Unforeseen circumstances will always arise. 401
He suggested that recommendations express broad statements of principles rather than
technical details. 402 More importantly, if the agency does adopt written policies, it should
take care to train officials on the policy and ensure that they understand the power of
publicity to affect companies and products. 403 These lessons are not necessarily passed
down from generation to generation at the agency, and each new generation should not
have to re-learn these lessons anew. 404 My interview with Heidi Rebello suggests that the
FDA currently meets many of these recommendations. 405
Information Quality Act. The FDA adopted its own information quality guidelines, 406 and
is also subject to those of HHS and OMB. 407 Like many other agencies, both FDA and
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HHS guidelines narrow the OMB’s exemption for press releases. FDA exempts press
releases “unless they contain new substantive information not covered by previous
information dissemination,” and HHS guidelines “do not apply to … press releases that
support the announcement or give public notice of information that the agency
disseminates elsewhere.” 408 Although the HHS guidelines do not explicitly state that
press releases are exempt only if they include new information not covered by the IQA,
that seems to be the intent of the exemption. Also, like some other agencies, HHS
exempts “opinions, when the agency’s presentation makes clear that what is disseminated
is someone’s opinion rather than fact or agency views.” 409 This language might
reasonably be construed as exempting the FDA’s adverse event databases, which include
reports from patients, physicians, facilities, and other users. HHS guidelines emphasize
that disseminating timely and accurate information to the public “is a critical component
of the missions of many HHS programs,” and thus HHS and its agencies play “a major
role in information dissemination.” 410 HHS guidelines, more than most, emphasize these
core functions and explicitly retain discretion to protect public health, particularly during
emergencies. 411 FDA guidelines also emphasize that the agency “may need to
disseminate information without fully applying the principles for assuring the quality,
objectivity, utility, and integrity of the information” disseminated, particularly in public
health emergencies. 412
IQA litigation. Recently, the FDA and HHS were sued to correct a 2001 statement to
the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) that marijuana had no accepted medical
usesa highly contested assertion that is periodically reconsidered by the agencies. The
plaintiffs, Americans for Safe Access, petitioned HHS in 2004 to correct its public
statements to this effect. In 2007, a district court granted the agencies’ motion to dismiss
on the grounds that the IQA does not provide judicial review. 413 In 2010, the 9th Circuit
affirmed the decision, finding that both courts lacked jurisdiction because the failure of
HHS to respond immediately to the petition did not constitute final agency action (the
issue had been pending in a rulemaking petition). 414
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Ombudsman. Like other agencies, the FDA has an Office of the Ombudsman, housed
within the Office of Scientific Integrity. 415 But perhaps unlike other agencies, FDA also
has ombudsmen in five of its six product centers. 416 If the center ombudsmen cannot
resolve a problem, it will be escalated to the main Office of the Ombudsman. 417 The FDA
Office of the Ombudsman helps coordinate complaints under the IQA, 418 and the various
FDA ombudsman offices do handle complaints about FDA publicity. Most offices report
that they receive one or two such complaints per year.
Corrections. FDA officials explain that parties should have an opportunity to request
corrections from FDA or otherwise express their objections to FDA publicity. 419
However, they believe informal discussion would be more effective than formal requests,
such as filing a Citizens Petition. 420 Jarilyn Dupont, Director of Regulatory Policy,
explained that an FDA press release usually occurs at the end of a long process and after
“hours of meetings” with the company; it is not the initial contact. 421 Thus, FDA press
releases rarely will be a surprise to companies, and companies will have several points of
contact if they do have complaints. The Office of Media Affairs does field objections
regarding press announcements, but these are rare. 422
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B. U.S. Federal Trade Commission (FTC)
The FTC is worth examining for a few reasons. First, it was a focus of Professor
Gellhorn’s report that formed the basis for Recommendation 73-1. Gellhorn praised the
FTC for having “the most sophisticated publicity policies and practices of the regulatory
and executive agencies examined.” 423 By 1973, not only had the D.C. Circuit upheld the
FTC’s practices, 424 but the Commission had already articulated its policies “in
continually evolving agency rules, manuals, and guidebooks.” 425 Thus, it is worth
reexamining whether the FTC remains a useful model for other agencies. Second, as a
classic enforcement agency, the FTC’s approach to publicizing investigations, complaints,
and settlements is worth revisiting, as is its use of social media. Finally, the
Commission’s database practices are worth examining. The FTC maintains the Consumer
Sentinel Network (“Sentinel”), a massive, nonpublic database of consumer complaints
made available to law enforcement organizations. 426 The Commission resists open-ended
requests to publicly disclose complaints in Sentinel, 427 but makes discrete disclosures in
response to particularized FOIA requests. In this part I examine the FTC’s publicity
practices, database practices, social media practices, and potential reforms.
Statutory authority. Like other agencies, the FTC can make a strong case that it has broad,
implicit statutory authorityand perhaps even explicit authorityto issue publicity. 428
Section 46(f) of the FTC Act authorizes the Commission “[t]o make public from time to
time such portions of the information obtained by it … as are in the public interest” and
“to provide for the publication of its reports and decisions in such form and manner as
may be best adapted for public information and use.” 429 Long ago the D.C. Circuit
interpreted this language as authorizing the FTC “to alert the public of suspected
violations of the law by factual press release,” noting that “Congress obviously has been
long aware of and acquiesced in the Commission’s press release procedures.” 430 More
recently, district courts have interpreted this language as “explicitly authoriz[ing] the
FTC to make news releases.” 431
Benefits of publicity. The FTC’s public information policies are based on the premise that
the public has a “right to know what the Commission is doing, tempered by the
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parameters established by the FTC Act and the Commission’s Rules.” 432 FTC officials
also emphasize that the Commission is not only a law enforcement agency, but also
conducts consumer education and outreach. 433 Thus, warning consumers of unfair or
deceptive business practices is a core function of the Commissionone long intended by
Congress and recognized by courts. In FTC v. Cinderella Career & Finishing Schools,
Inc., the D.C. Circuit explained:
If the unsophisticated consumer is to be protected in any measure from deceptive
or unfair practices, it is essential that he be informed in some manner as to the
identity of those most likely to prey upon him… Certainly advice through news
media as to actions being taken by a government agency in his behalf constitutes
a prophylactic step…. 434

The FTC’s Office of Public Affairs (OPA) drafts press releases to be understandable to
ordinary consumers and works with journalists to explain complex Commission
actions. 435 The director of OPA emphasized that his office wants the public to clearly
understand the Commission’s work. 436
Operating Manual. Gellhorn applauded the FTC’s Public Information Policy Guidebook,
published in 1972, 437 as being “both sensible and sensitive,” revealing “a thoughtful
attempt to balance administrative efficiency, the public’s need for warning, and private
interests.” 438 Now, the Commission articulates some of its policies in an Operating
Manual, published online. 439 The Manual addresses “news releases” in various chapters,
but focuses on them in Chapter 17 (Public Information and Education). The section on
news releases is brief:
News releases are issued to inform the public of actions taken by the
Commission, such as the issuance of complaints, decisions and orders,
acceptance of consent agreements, promulgation of trade regulation rules, and
other significant actions. When a memorandum recommending such action is
forwarded to the Commission, a copy will also be circulated to OPA. That Office
will, after consultation with staff and review by the appropriate Bureau Director,
Office Head, or designee, prepare a news release appropriate to the Commission
action, not necessarily the staff recommendation.440
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Limited use of Operating Manual. Although my interview with FTC officials suggests
that the Commission roughly follows the procedures above, officials emphasize that other
sections of the Operating Manual are outdated in parts and may not be closely followed
at all times. 441 They describe the Manual as a “framework” for staff rather than a “stepby-step guide” on how to do something. 442 In fact, many FTC staff may not have looked
at the Manual recently, as they are aware that more updated procedures may be available
elsewhere. 443 It was written in the late 1970s, and some parts have not been updated since
then. 444 However, Chapter 17, which focuses on news releases, was updated in 2014; at
that time and periodically since then, the Commission has reminded its staff about the
FTC press policy. 445 In addition, OPA has a small staff and all of them are familiar with
the Manual and the press policy. 446 OPA placed an emphasis on having the press releases
be “accurate” and “fair.” 447
Press release practices. The OPA director described Commission practices for issuing
press releases. When drafting a press release related to an enforcement action, for
example, OPA will receive supporting documents from the Commission’s litigating team,
and will draft a one- to two-page press release based on these documents. 448 If the press
release announces the initiation of a law enforcement proceeding, OPA explains the
nature of the Commission’s action and makes clear that the complaint involves
allegations and not proven violations. OPA will try to use plain language to explain the
Commission action being announced. 449 OPA sends a first draft to the litigation staff,
who will review for accuracy. 450 This back-and-forth editing process continues until
relevant Commission staff are satisfied with the language of the release. 451 FTC officials
could not recall disagreements between staff; the drafting and vetting process eventually
produces a consensus. 452 If there were a disagreement, OPA and the Chairwoman both
have “final say.” 453 The process can be quite simple or quite prolonged depending on the
case. 454 All press releases deal with public actions taken by the Commission through a
vote, the announcement of a public event held by the agency, or other Commission
activities. 455 Then OPA will send the press release to the Chairwoman for approval, and
once approved, will post it publicly. 456 The OPA director emphasized that “the system
has checks and balances” to ensure the content of announcements is accurate. 457 Officials
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in the Office of General Counsel explained that the published press release is based
closely on the public documents such as a complaint or settlement document, and that the
web version of the announcement will link to the original documents, supplemental
documents, and any Commissioners’ statements as well. 458 Officials in the Office of
General Counsel added that the press release would contain “no new information” outside
the public documents. 459 Sometimes, FTC bureau directors or the Chairwoman are
quoted in press releases. 460 Litigation staff rarely are quoted. 461
Investigations. FTC investigations are nonpublic unless otherwise directed by the
Commission. 462 Thus, according to the Manual, the existence of the investigation, the
identity of the parties, the facts, and any other nonpublic information “can be disclosed
only in accordance with the Commission’s directive and procedures.” 463 Those
procedures, described in the Manual, state that “the Commission may issue a news
release announcing a nonpublic industrywide investigation or an investigation of
practices involving a risk to public health or safety or a significant risk of economic
harm.” 464 The Commission may also announce “public investigations.” 465 However, FTC
officials explained that references to “public investigations” 466 are dated, and refer to a
time decades ago when the Commission initiated large rulemaking proceedings and
announced fact-gathering investigations. 467 The officials explained that the Commission
no longer conducts “public” investigations. 468 Nevertheless, the Manual cites the risk of
“premature adverse publicity” 469 and seems sensitive to longstanding concerns with
publicizing investigations. Later, the Manual dictates that “Staff should not initiate media
contacts about investigations or other non-public law enforcement matters under any
circumstances” and “should not respond to any press inquiry” about non-public
enforcement matters without first notifying OPA to get clearance. 470 FTC officials were
not aware of the FTC’s ever publicizing investigations, explaining that the Commission’s
blanket policy is “very careful” not to disclose them. 471 It is probably important, however,
that the Manual includes language to allow the Commission to announce investigations
when there is a significant risk to public health or economic harm. 472
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No publicity absent enforcement action. FTC officials explained that the Commission
does not identify companies or individuals in press releases absent an enforcement
action. 473 The FTC may broadly warn consumers about a specific practice (for example,
alerting consumers to donation scams shortly after a natural disaster), but will publish
these as “consumer alerts” or “scam alerts” rather than press releases. 474 When it
publishes these alerts, the Commission will not name specific firms or individuals. 475
Timing press releases. Depending on the specific circumstances of the case, the
Commission occasionally will time press releases to minimize capital market
reactions. 476 Most press releases are issued during business hours. 477 FTC officials
explained that with global capital markets and after-hours trading, it would be difficult to
avoid at least some capital market reactions. 478 The Commission times press releases to
coincide with Commission votes and court filings, and takes care to issue the press
release only after the filing or the votes are public. 479 Sometimes the subject of an
enforcement action will ask to see the Commission’s press release in advance, but the
FTC declines such requests. 480
Corrections or retractions. FTC officials explain that the subjects of press releases do not
necessarily want or need to request corrections or retractions. 481 Commission staff,
including bureau directors, will often meet with the subject prior to filing a complaint,
and the subject will be aware of any ongoing investigation. 482 Thus, by the time the
Commission publishes a press release, the subject will have several points of contact
within the agency if they do object. 483
Litigation against the FTC. Despite the FTC’s sensitivity to concerns with adverse
publicity, it is one of the most frequently sued agencies. 484 The Commission has been
sued four times since 1974. 485 However, courts uniformly reject challenges that the
Commission is violating its statutory authority or acting ultra vires. 486 Moreover, in the
few instances in which parties have charged the FTC with violating its own publicity
policies, courts have rejected these challenges without much discussion. 487 Aside from
the occasional lawsuit, FTC officials could not recall any instances in which the subject
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of an FTC press release objected to it. 488 The last objection was by Kevin Trudeau a
decade ago. 489
Trudeau v. FTC. The D.C. Circuit has addressed FTC publicity practices from time to
time over the last five decades. 490 The latest opportunity was in Trudeau v. FTC, a case
involving the Commission’s longstanding dispute with an infomercial marketer. 491 The
Commission had filed several complaints against Trudeau for marketing sham treatments
for a variety of health conditions, including obesity and cancer. 492 Five days after a court
entered a final order prohibiting Trudeau from participating in infomercials, the FTC
described the order in a press release on its web site. 493
Trudeau sued the Commission after it refused to remove the press release from its site,
arguing that the announcement mischaracterized the settlement and retaliated against him
for criticizing the FTC, in violation of both the APA and section 46(f) of the FTC Act. 494
The press release was titled “Kevin Trudeau Banned from Infomercials” and quoted an
FTC official who said that Trudeau had “misled American consumers for years” and was
a “habitual false advertiser.” 495 Trudeau’s objections were numeroushe objected to
what he deemed to be inaccurate media reports based on the press release, objected that
the FTC’s announcement was the second result on Google searches for his name, and
claimed that the announcement damaged his ability to contract with vendors, citing a
contract rescinded by Ed McMahon. 496
Both the D.C. district and circuit courts engaged in lengthy analyses of the merits,
focusing on whether the FTC’s press release was reviewable as “final agency action”
under the APA and whether the APA provided a cause of action. The District Court
granted the FTC’s motion to dismiss on both grounds, 497 which the D.C. Circuit largely
upheld. 498 Although the D.C. Circuit acknowledged that agency publicity may constitute
“final agency action” in certain circumstancesnotably, when the announcement is false
or misleading, or when it is intended as a sanctionit found that this was not such a case,
and noted that the D.C. Circuit had never encountered such a case. 499 Trudeau presented
no evidence that the FTC’s press release was false or misleading. 500 The court evaluated
488
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each of Trudeau’s objections, parsing the language that the FTC used versus the language
Trudeau wanted the FTC to use. The court found that “no reasonable person could
misinterpret the press release in the ways that Trudeau suggests.” 501 The D.C. Circuit
concluded: “In the end, … it comes down to whether Trudeau has the right to take a red
pencil to the language of the FTC’s press release. He does not.”
Thus, although the FTC has had to defend its publicity practices more than most
agencies, such challenges remain relatively infrequent and uniformly unsuccessful.
* * *
Consumer Sentinel Network. The FTC also maintains the Consumer Sentinel Network, a
secure, nonpublic database of over 10 million consumer complaints, 502 accessible by
roughly 1,000 different federal, state, local, and international law enforcement bodies.503
Sentinel receives complaints from roughly 40 different law enforcement agencies and by
certain nongovernmental organizations like the Better Business Bureau. 504 Federal
agencies like the CFPB and the FBI’s Internet Crime Complaint Center also feed it
complaints. 505 The FTC has long been a repository for consumer complaints, and in 1997
the Commission created Sentinel to track complaints of fraud and identity theft. 506 Now,
the FTC sorts complaints into 30 different categories, including identity theft, debt
collection, telephone and mobile services, and many others. 507 The Sentinel network
includes three different databasesone for identity theft complaints, one for complaints
about the Do Not Call Registry, and a large database for fraud and other consumer
complaints. 508
Uses. Sentinel is an enforcement tool for the FTC and other agencies. For example, FTC
enforcement staff will query Sentinel to uncover complaint trends in different product or
service categories, or to research complaints against an existing enforcement target. 509
The Commission publishes aggregate data from Sentinel, organized by product code or
service code, but does not publish information concerning specific firms or
501
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individuals. 510 The annual Consumer Sentinel Network Data Book does not seem to name
companies. 511 As such, FTC officials report that companies do not object to being
included in Sentinel, and the Commission does not share information with companies
who are the subject of complaints, except to the extent they might request the information
via FOIA. 512
Unverified complaints. The FTC explains that Sentinel “is based on unverified
complaints reported by consumers” and “is not based on a consumer survey.” 513 The
Commission does not verify complaints. 514 If the Commission does initiate an
enforcement action, it might use data from Sentinel to gather facts or seek affidavits.515
But entries in Sentinel are simply data points and do not form the major basis for FTC
complaints. 516 FTC officials do recommend that any agencies considering establishing
their own complaint databases use quality controls to ensure the accuracy of the
complaint intake process by outside contractors. 517 FTC officials also recommend that
agencies effectively manage consumer expectations and make clear that the agency will
not necessarily act on individual complaints. 518
Nonpublic database. As a nonpublic, inward-facing database, Sentinel should be
distinguished from public-facing counterparts like the CFPB’s Consumer Complaint
Database. 519 As such, the FTC generally opposes open-ended requests to publish
information in Sentinel.520 Any disclosure by the Commission is passive, again contrary
to public databases that actively disclose information about identified firms or individuals.
The FTC only affirmatively discloses information in Sentinel in very broad, aggregated
formats. Individual complaints are only disclosed in response to particularized FOIA
requests. 521 After the Commission created Sentinel in the late 1990s, it considered at
length what information might have to be disclosed under FOIA. 522 Although FOIA
exempts “investigatory records compiled for law enforcement purposes,” 523 the
Commission determined that there was no basis for withholding Sentinel complaints
except when the Commission could show that a particular disclosure was going to
impede an investigation in some non-conjectural fashion, or when another FOIA
510
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exemption applied. 524 FTC officials estimate that the Commission receives roughly 1,400
FOIA requests every year, and that requests for information in Sentinel are “some
measurable percentage.” 525 Officials report that when the Commission does disclose
information from Sentinel, it is much easier to release auto-filled fields in complaints
than free-form fields that require individual review. 526 The Commission’s main concern
is releasing consumers’ personal information. 527
Ayuda v. FTC. By and large, the FTC has not been asked to make Sentinel broadly
available to the public. 528 One exception was a request by several non-profit groups,
including Ayuda and Catholic Charities, which submitted several FOIA requests for data
about all the complaints in Sentinel, including company names, contact information, and
consumers’ comments. 529 The FTC’s FOIA Unit initially denied the request due to the
burden of individually reviewing millions of complaints and redacting personal
information. 530 After an administrative appeal, the Commission granted access to the data
fields that could be released without individual review because they do not elicit freeform responses (except ZIP code fields), but denied their request for all free-form fieldsincluding company name and contact informationbecause they must be reviewed to
identify and redact personal information that is exempt from disclosure under FOIA. 531
The FTC’s FOIA Unit also denied access to company names and contact information. 532
Ayuda’s lawsuit argued that the subjects of the complaints in Sentinel do not have any
privacy interest in the accusations against them. But the D.C. District Court held for the
Commission on summary judgment on this issue, noting that “individuals accused of
wrongdoing also have a substantial privacy interest in their names and addresses not
being disclosed” because the “database contains allegations of illegal conduct, and there
is no filter for weeding out the legitimate complaints from those completely lacking in a
factual or legal basis.” 533 The court also emphasized the reputational and privacy
implications of being included in a government enforcement database:
[B]y having one’s personal information included in a complaint, that person is
both accused of an illegal activity and associated with a federal agency’s crime
enforcement effort. Cf. Fund for Constitutional Gov’t v. Nat’l Archives &
Records Serv., 485 F. Supp. 1, 6 (D.D.C. 1978) (“An individual does not lose his
right to privacy simply because he has been investigated and subsequently not
charged with any offense. Indeed, such an individual may require even greater
protection, especially where … the mere connection of an individual’s name with
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a well-known investigation may be both embarrassing and damaging.”). 534

The plaintiffs were unsuccessful in convincing the court that the public interest
outweighed the privacy rights of individuals whose information might be released. In
particular, the court rejected the argument that a broad release of Sentinel complaints
would help the public evaluate the FTC’s performance, noting that the plaintiffs’
proposed purpose for the data, which included the creation of “a consumer review tool
akin to Yelp.com,” 535 “serve purely private interests disassociated from monitoring the
agency’s functioning.” 536 The court also agreed with the FTC that Sentinel complaints
qualify as law enforcement records under FOIA Exemption 7(c). 537
* * *
Social media. Like other agencies, the FTC uses social media to communicate with the
public. The Commission currently uses Twitter, Facebook, YouTube, and LinkedIn. 538 It
has nine separate Twitter accounts, five of which are personalized for the four
Commissioners and Chairwoman. 539 FTC announcements on Twitter seem to be geared
primarily towards alerting consumers to unfair or deceptive practices, without identifying
specific violators. Although the FTC does use Twitter to highlight enforcement actions, it
tends not to name the company:
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FTC officials explained that social media can be important for reaching younger
audiences. 541 Over half of all visitors to the FTC’s web site visit on smart phones or from
social media sites. 542
Challenges of social media. FTC officials recognized that social media can present
problems due to their truncated formats. 543 They also note that once a post is made public,
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“it is very hard to take back.” 544 Thus, the FTC was one of the last agencies to join social
media, and did so only after the Commission had created policies to ensure its proper use
and compliance with federal obligations like the Federal Records Act. 545 These written
policies are not public 546 and were not provided at the time of our interview. Finally,
although FTC officials are aware of fake FTC social media accounts, or accounts that use
the FTC’s name, the Commission assumes that audiences can distinguish them from
authentic accounts and thus does not pay much attention to them. 547 One reason for this
assumption is the use by many social media platforms of procedures to verify the identity
of account holders, marking verified accounts with check marks or other notations.
Social media practices. FTC officials emphasized that the Commission tries to be very
careful using social media, explaining that posts can reach large audiences
immediately. 548 The Commission uses “security protocols” to limit unauthorized access
to Commission accounts, and strictly limits the Commission staff who are authorized to
post from these accounts. 549 The staff who are authorized are subject to strict
protocols. 550 FTC officials emphasized that its policies are “careful” and “robust.” 551 The
Office of Public Affairs has a dedicated staff member responsible for social media. 552
Social Media Task Force. The Commission maintains a Social Media Task Force with
representatives from various FTC offices and bureaus, including the Office of General
Counsel, the Office of Public Affairs, and staff who handle enforcement and consumer
education. 553 The Task Force evaluates whether social media platforms are appropriate
for Commission use, assessing potential audiences, legal requirements, security protocols,
and the like. 554
* * *
Information/Data Quality Act. Like other agencies, the FTC posts its Information Quality
Act guidelines online, 555 as required by the OMB. More importantly, like some other
agencies, 556 the FTC exempts press releases, but not if they “contain new substantive
544
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information not covered by a previous information dissemination covered by the
guidelines.” 557 Again, this narrows the broad exemption for press releases in the OMB
guidelines. 558 However, Commission guidelines also exempt information that derives
from adjudicatory processes, including factual allegations, evidence, analyses, findings,
determinations, rulings, and opinions. 559 Thus, a press release announcing a complaint
filed by the FTC would be exempt. Similarly, there seem to be several grounds under
FTC guidelines for exempting information in Sentinel. For example, complaints in
Sentinel would be exempt if “the agency’s presentation makes clear that what is being
offered is someone’s opinion rather than fact or the agency’s views.” 560 Moreover,
because Sentinel is a non-public database intended for law enforcement bodies, it might
also be exempt because distribution is “limited to government employees or agency
contractors or grantees” and the information is “intended merely for intra- or inter-agency
use or sharing.” 561 In contrast to press releases, Sentinel complaints are non-public and
thus present a very weak case for coverage under the IQA.
Best practices. FTC officials support the Conference’s recommending best practices for
agencies. 562 FTC officials welcomed recommendations that would improve the practices,
procedures, and transparency of government agencies, and help the Commission provide
more useful information to consumers. 563 FTC officials believe that because the
Commission is a relatively small agency, it is somewhat easier for staff to be trained on
new policies. 564 For example, FTC staff receive guidance on the Commission’s rules
governing the treatment of nonpublic information, and are mostly aware that Section 10
of the FTC Act imposes criminal sanctions for unauthorized disclosures. 565 The
Commission also reminds its staff periodically about the FTC’s press policy.
Judicial review. FTC officials would oppose any Conference recommendation that
Congress amend the APA or any other statutes to make press releases judicially
reviewable. 566 They note, in any event, that judicial review might be available under
current doctrines, under some circumstances. 567 Still, FTC officials think that more
readily-available judicial review could interfere with agencies’ missions to provide the
public with useful information. 568 FTC officials also are concerned that defending
lawsuits would divert limited agency resources. 569
Inspector General or OMB review. FTC officials would support Inspector General review
of the Commission’s publicity practices if there is any doubt about the propriety of
557
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agency actions. 570 The Inspector General can provide independent analysis, as it has done
for other FTC practices. 571 However, FTC officials did not necessarily favor review by
the OMB, expressing concern about adding layers of pre-publication review and diverting
scarce agency resources. 572
Ombudsman. The FTC does not have an ombudsman. FTC officials explained that the
Commission is a small agency with a structure that makes it easy to identify who within
the Commission can be contacted. Officials had no position on whether an ombudsman
would be useful for resolving complaints. 573
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C. Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB)
The CFPB deserves special attention because it is a new agency operating under a new
statute and is on the forefront of the “open data” trend. As Katherine Porter notes, “the
CFPB is a unique agency, born of a crisis and being designed in a world of new
technology.” 574 Created by Title X of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer
Protection Act of 2010, 575 the Bureau is responsible for regulating consumer financial
products and services. 576 Though the Bureau is an independent executive agency, it
resides within the Federal Reserve for budget purposes. 577 Over 12% of the Bureau’s
budget is dedicated to the Office of Consumer Response, 578 which operates the formal
consumer complaint process. The most notable feature of this process is that complaints
are published in a massive, searchable, sortable Consumer Complaint Database online. 579
Complaint Database. The Bureau’s database currently allows consumers to submit
complaints for 11 categories of financial products, including mortgages, student loans,
auto loans, bank accounts, credit cards, debt collection services, and others. 580 Bureau
procedures for publishing complaints are described exhaustively in Policy Statements
published in the Federal Register. 581 Consumers can submit complaints in several ways,
including through the Bureau’s web site. 582 The intake process prompts consumers to fill
in a series of data fields, including their contact information, the name of the company
involved, the type of product or service involved (including any relevant account
numbers), and the type of issue or problem. 583 The Bureau authenticates this information
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and then forwards the complaint to the company for response. 584 In essence, the database
is a public window into the Bureau’s case management system. 585 The database is
searchable and sortablelisting for each complaint the type of product, the primary and
secondary complaints, the name of the company, the company’s response, and whether
the company’s response was timely and further disputed by the customer. 586
Company responses. Companies respond to complaints through a secure online Company
Portal, 587 guided by a Company Portal Manual. 588 Companies can choose one of ten
response categories:
Closed with monetary relief;
Closed with non-monetary relief;
Closed with explanation;
Closed;
In progress;

Alerted CFPB;
Incorrect company;
Duplicate CFPB case reported;
Redirected to related company;
Sent to regulator. 589

Responses categorized by companies as “In progress” indicate that the company could
not close the complaint within 15 days, giving the company a total of 60 days to
respond. 590 Late responses not categorized by companies as “In progress” are tagged by
the Bureau as “Past due.” 591 Those without a response after 30 days are tagged as “No
response.” 592 These responses are published.
Publication criteria. The Bureau will withhold publication unless a complaint meets each
of the publication criteria. For example, the Bureau’s policy is to exclude complaints that
(i) are missing critical information, such as the name of the company or product category,

(iii) Date of submission to Bureau;
(iv) Consumer’s 5-digit zip code;
(v)
Product or service;
(vi) Sub-product;
(vii) Issue;
(viii) Date of submission to company;
(ix) Company name;
(x)
Company response category;
(xi) Whether the company response was timely; and
(xii) Whether the consumer disputed the response.
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(ii) have been referred to other agencies, (iii) are duplicative, (iv) would reveal trade
secrets, (v) are fraudulently submitted, or (vi) identify the incorrect company. 593
Publishing complaint narratives. Initially, the Bureau decided not to publish consumers’
narrative comments in their complaints, 594 expressing concern that personally identifiable
information could not be redacted sufficiently to ensure privacy. 595 But the Bureau
reversed course, proposing in July 2014 to publish narratives, 596 finalizing the proposal in
March 2015. 597 For a narrative to be published, the consumer must give consent and the
narrative must be scrubbed of personal information. 598 Industry members “nearly
uniformly opposed” the proposal, 599 questioning the Bureau’s statutory authority and
raising other concerns about unnecessary harm to company reputations, echoing
longstanding concerns with adverse publicity. 600 Industry commenters also objected that
the Bureau did not verify complaints. However, the Bureau’s screening and
authentication process gives companies ample opportunity to object before a complaint is
published. 601 Acknowledging industry concerns over publishing consumer narratives, the
Bureau proposed to allow companies to publish their own narrative responses. 602 But
financial industry commenters preferred to respond with pre-set, “structured” responses
rather than free-form, “unstructured” ones. 603 The nine optional responses are: 604
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Category
Company acted
appropriately
Factual dispute
Unable to verify facts
Misunderstanding
Discontinued policy or
procedure
Opportunity for
improvement
Isolated error
Third party
No public response

Description displayed in Consumer Complaint Database
Company believes it acted appropriately as authorized by contract or law.
Company disputes the facts presented in the complaint.
Company can’t verify or dispute the facts in the complaint.
Company believes the complaint is the result of a misunderstanding.
Company believes complaint relates to a discontinued policy or procedure.
Company believes complaint represents an opportunity for improvement to
better serve consumers
Company believes complaint is the result of an isolated error
Company believes complaint caused principally by actions of third party
outside the control or direction of the company
Company chooses not to provide a public response

Benefits of publishing narratives. Public comments from consumer groups, open
government groups, privacy groups, and individuals favored publishing complaint
narratives. 605 Indeed, major news organizations and press associations favored publishing
narratives even without consumer consent. 606 Sean Moulton and Scott Klinger from the
Center for Effective Government noted that narratives are more compelling than sanitized
data and can help concretize otherwise anonymous problems. 607 Bureau staff also
stressed the value of giving context to complaints, citing as one example a woman in
Columbus, Ohio, who had been waiting months for a mortgage servicer to send her
$66,000 after her house burned down. 608 After months of unsuccessful haggling, she
submitted a complaint to the Bureau, which prompted the company to send her check
overnight. 609 Without this narrative, the database would indicate merely that a complaint
had a been submitted about a mortgage servicing company in Columbus, Ohio, and that
monetary relief had been the responsewith no sense that the complaint process had
resolved months of being displaced from home. 610
Benefits of the database more generally. Disclosing complaints even without narratives
confers several public benefits. The intended beneficiaries are consumers, the Bureau,
other regulators, researchers, and even the companies identified in complaints. 611 But the
main intended beneficiaries are consumers. 612 The Bureau and consumers groups note
that publishing complaint data is a “public service” and helps “fulfill the Bureau’s
affirmative disclosure requirements under FOIA.” 613 Consumer advocates argue that the
605
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database can “empower” consumers to better understand financial services and avoid
“bad actors.” 614 They also argue that “disclosure is one of the best tools government
agencies can use” and that complaint data can help “detect trends of unfair, deceptive, or
abusive acts and practices.” 615 Although the Bureau itself analyzes complaint data to
make mandated reports to Congress, 616 the database is meant for external consumption.
Director Richard Cordray encouraged “the public, including consumers, the companies
that serve them, analysts, data scientists, civic hackers, developers, policymakers,
journalists, and academics, to analyze, augment, and build on the public database.” 617
Academics have begun to publish empirical studies based on complaint data. 618 Public
interest researchers like U.S. PIRG are using the database to produce reports on specific
financial products, such as credit cards and debt collection. 619 Bureau staff hope that third
parties develop mobile apps and other information products based on complaint data. 620
U.S. News and World Report published in August 2015 a ranking of credit cards based in
part on data from the Bureau’s database. 621 Firms like Deloitte are publishing reports
based on complaint data, encouraging companies to “turn what they hear from the
CFPB’s consumer complaint database into a business advantage.” 622 Indeed, Bureau staff
report that companies are addressing potential problems, such as long customer phone
trees, in response to consumer complaints. 623 One of the original aspirations for the
database was to encourage upward competition on customer service and complaint
handling. 624 Indeed, Bureau staff tell anecdotes that companies are comparing themselves
to competitors based on database metricswith some companies tying executive bonuses
to how well the company responds to complaints. 625 The Bureau occasionally analogizes
its database to federal airline data, which is used by third parties to create ratings systems,
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and by airlines to distinguish themselves from competitors. 626 The Bureau concludes that
after complaint data is made public, “The marketplace of ideas then does the rest.” 627
Industry concerns. The complaint database has been controversial, of course, to the
companies identified in it. Industry members have filed a cascade of public comments
opposing Bureau proposals. 628 These are the most salient industry objections and how the
Bureau addresses them:
1. Lack of complaint verification. Industry comments object that because the Bureau
does not verify complaints, the database publishes complaints that lack factual support or
legal merit and thus represent mere opinion. 629 Industry members also argued that it is
unfair to publish complaints resolved without any showing of company fault, perhaps in
violation of their due process rights. 630 Industry also objected that publication by a
government agency would give complaints the “appearance” of being validated by the
Bureau. 631
Although the Bureau agrees that it does not fully verify claims made in complaints, it
emphasizes that the Bureau “authenticates” complaints to confirm a commercial
relationship between the consumer and the company. 632 The current system for
authentication seems to be robust. Companies can respond to complaints via the secure
online Company Portal, which allows companies to deny a commercial relationship or
otherwise respond to valid customers. 633 As such, Bureau staff report that the number of
complaints posted without either company confirmation or a response within 15 days is
“very, very low.” 634 Of the roughly 600,000 complaints the Bureau has processed, only
around 380,000 have been published in the database. 635 In 2014, 62% of the complaints
submitted (roughly 156,600 of 250,700) were sent to companies for review. 636 The 38%
not sent to companies were referred to other agencies (25%), were incomplete (10%), or
were still pending (3%). 637 Companies responded to roughly 94% of the complaints sent
to them. 638 In short, there are several opportunities for companies to interject before a
626
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false or fraudulent complaint is published. Bureau staff believe that the only way such a
complaint would be posted is if the company failed to respond to the complaint. 639
Bureau staff emphasize that information published in the database is provided directly
by consumers and companies rather than the Bureau. 640 The Bureau sees the database as
a record of consumers and companies speaking to each othershining a light on how
companies treat their customers. 641
Nevertheless, the Bureau responded to industry concerns by noting that it “plans to
specifically disclaim the accuracy of complaints when the data are made available.”642
Currently, the Bureau web site includes the disclaimer: “We don’t verify all the facts
alleged in these complaints but we take steps to confirm a commercial relationship
between the consumer and company.” 643 Consumer groups commented that “the lack of
verification presented only minimal risks to companies because of the controls in place to
ensure that complaints must come from actual customers … [and] that companies are
given adequate time to challenge the customer/company relationship.” 644 The benefits of
disclosure, they argued, outweigh the “speculative harm of unverified complaints.” 645 My
review confirms that there are sufficient safeguards to ensure that false or fraudulent
complaints can be identified well before publication. 646
2. Non-representative complaints. Industry commenters also objected to the Bureau
publishing self-selected complaints, arguing that a non-random database would provide
consumers, academics, and researchers with unreliable information. 647 In response, the
Bureau replied that it would “inform consumers and any other public database users that
the data reflect only the … complaints that consumers submit to the Bureau.” 648 The
Bureau explained that it would work with commenters to identify ways to normalize the
data, 649 but Bureau staff explained the difficulty of gathering sufficient information to do
so effectively. 650
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3. Lack of context. A related objection is that the complaint data lacks context and
thus might lead consumers and the media to overlook its limitations.651 Commenters also
argued that audiences might believe that the information was being endorsed by the
Bureau, even with disclaimers to the contrary. 652 The Bureau did not find these
arguments convincing, but solicited suggestions on how best to provide context. Bureau
staff commented on the difficulty of normalizing the data to better reflect, for example,
what proportion of consumer accounts were the subject of complaints between banks of
different sizes. 653
4. Manipulation. Industry commenters also objected that the database would be
susceptible to manipulation, for example by third parties submitting false complaints. The
Bureau responded that the burden of filing complaints was not negligible and that several
procedural barriers, such as the requirement of providing a real customer account number,
and the procedures for seeking company responses before publication, would deter or
detect false complaints. 654 The Bureau itself can also intervene if it observes anomalies in
mass complaint submissions, for example. 655
5. Reputational harms. Industry commenters objected that identifying company
names in the database would harm their reputations, which might be compounded by
“viral media” or serve as “fodder for plaintiffs’ lawyers.” 656 Commenters also argued that
company names should be exempt from disclosure under FOIA because disclosure would
cause the companies substantial competitive harm. 657 The Bureau responded that any
“unwarranted public criticism, reputational harm, and perhaps even a loss of existing or
prospective customers” would be a burden shared by all companies, and that disclaimers
could “warn consumers that the public database contains data reflecting unverified
complaints.” 658 Consumer groups commented that disclosing company names was a
significant feature of the Bureau’s proposal, noting that “other complaint databases that
disclose the identity of specific companieslike NHTSAhave created pressure on
companies to improve whatever metrics are measured by the public database.” 659 Finally,
responding to arguments that publishing complaint narratives would harm companies’
reputations, the Bureau noted that more information is usually better in the marketplace
of ideas. 660
6. Overinclusiveness. The complaint database is intended to increase the transparency
of markets for various financial products and services, and thus includes complaints that
651
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are not necessarily violations of the law. 661 The Bureau defines “complaints” as
“submissions that express dissatisfaction with, or communicate suspicion of wrongful
conduct by, an identifiable entity related to a consumer’s personal experience with a
financial product or service.” 662 Thus, the database includes not only potential legal
violations, “but also vague expressions of being wronged.” 663 As one observer notes
astutely, “Dissatisfied consumers can be widespread in lawful industries; indeed,
financial services may be a poster child for such an industry.” 664 To combat a one-side
presentation of this dissatisfaction, companies are permitted to review and respond to
complaints before publication. Although consumer dissatisfaction can help inform future
legislation and rulemaking efforts, 665 it is also used as a pressure point or enforcement
lever, much like traditional agency publicity.
7. Statutory authority. The Bureau cites several provisions in the Dodd-Frank Act as
authorizing public disclosure of consumer complaint data. 666 Dodd-Frank clearly
authorizes the Bureau to maintain a centralized database of consumer complaints. 667 But
industry members have questioned the Bureau’s statutory authority to make this database
public. 668 Several sections of the Dodd-Frank Act clearly contemplate publication of
individual complaint data so long as confidential information is not published. 669 Indeed,
Congress emphasized that the “primary functions of the Bureau” include “collecting,
investigating, and responding to consumer complaints” and “publishing information” on
consumer financial markets. 670 If the Bureau may use complaint data to guide its own
activities, the Bureau reasoned, then “there is good reason to allow consumers and
outside researchers to weigh the importance of complaint data in their own research,
analysis, and decision-making.” 671 The Bureau justifies its public database by pointing to
three statutory provisions: the requirement that the Bureau make reports to Congress; 672
the authority to provide consumers with information to make financial decisions and help
the market operate transparently; 673 and the broad authority to make public nonconfidential information “as is in the public interest” and via “appropriate formats.”674
Bureau staff also report that information in the database was the subject of frequent FOIA
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requests from the outset and would be sought repeatedly were it not made public. 675
Posting the information systematically is much more efficient than responding to
repeated FOIA requests, according to Bureau staff. 676
Responsive to industry concerns. My review of these objections shows that although
the Bureau and companies certainly disagree on important points, the Bureau has been
painstakingly transparent and relatively responsive to industry concerns. The long
process of proposing, building, and refining the complaint database, detailed in numerous
Federal Register discussions, shows that the Bureau has been sensitive to industry input,
granting companies more time to respond, varying standards between industries that
operate differently, and repeatedly soliciting industry input. 677
* * *
Traditional publicity. Like other agencies, the CFPB publicizes complaints filed against
alleged regulatory violators. For example, the Bureau published a press release in May
2015 explaining that it filed suit against the firm Nationwide Biweekly Administration
for misleading consumers about savings from biweekly loan payoff programs. 678 The
news release clarifies that “The Bureau’s complaint is not a finding or ruling that the
defendants have actually violated the law” and includes a link to the full complaint. A
quick review shows that the Bureau frequently publicizes complaints like this 679 I
found seven web pages’ worth of “enforcement” press releases. 680
The press release process. The Bureau’s Office of Communications drafts press releases,
working with the Office of Enforcement to publicize enforcement actions and the Office
of Consumer Response to alert consumers that might be affected. 681 I interviewed
Jennifer Howard, Assistant Director for the Bureau’s Office of Communications, who
described agency practices. Howard explained that her office is careful to ensure the
accuracy of press releases (often through multiple rounds of edits with the input of
Bureau counsel and enforcement staff), strike the appropriate tone, and include necessary
caveats for publicizing pending and unresolved legal actions. 682 Bureau staff report that
they have a written process to clear press announcements. 683 My interview with Bureau
staff suggested that written policies and procedures are not closely followed, but that
press announcements are carefully written by the Office of Communications with clear
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lines of review and approval. 684 Bureau staff also expressed concern that an additional
written policy might challenging to execute in practice if not drafted with sufficient
flexibility. 685 However, staff were interested in identifying best practices culled from
other agencies. 686
Naming companies in press releases. It is not Bureau practice to name companies in
press announcements in the absence of an enforcement action, unless the announcement
is positive (and even then it is rare). 687 Bureau staff indicated that the agency does not
want to “pick winners and losers.” 688 When the Office of Communications does issue a
press release on a “widespread” problem, it will focus on the industry or the specific
market and not “call out a particular company.” 689 The Bureau does publicize its
database, including on social media, 690 but generally does not spotlight specific
companies. Specific Bureau offices, such as the Office of Students and the Office of
Servicemember Affairs, will issue periodic reports based on trends identified in the
database, and these reports will name specific companies. 691 For example, a mid-year
report on student loan complaints identified the five companies with the highest volume
of complaints. 692 The report notes that “Due to the lack of publicly-available data on
private student loans, these tables are not indexed for market share.” 693 Notwithstanding
these congressionally-mandated reports, Bureau staff emphasize that the agency is “very
leery of naming companies.” 694
Benefits of publicity. Bureau staff emphasized the importance of using press
announcements to reach the general public, noting that press releases can “reach
Americans where they are, at the airport or at home,” and that few people follow the
Bureau on Twitter, for example. 695 Bureau staff also emphasized that both press and
social media announcements are written to be understandable to regular consumers.
Identifying the appropriate audience can be a struggle, given the Bureau’s many
constituents (industry, consumers, Congress). 696 For example, Howard observed that
highly technical legal language in press releases “doesn’t mean anything” to
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consumers. 697 In her words, “consumer education is the priority” so “plain language is
unbelievably critical.” 698
Publicizing enforcement actions. In publicizing enforcement actions, the Office of
Communications works with Bureau counsel and enforcement staff to ensure the
accuracy of the announcement. 699 Often, announcements will go through “multiple
rounds of edits.” 700 Companies are not notified in advance of a press release, although
Bureau staff suggest that companies are aware that announcements usually follow
publication of a complaint. 701 A press release is issued concurrently with the Bureau
filing an enforcement action, and is meant to communicate the action in plain language
for lay audiences. 702 Bureau staff could not recall any objections by companies to such
announcements. 703 The Bureau does not publicize investigations. 704
Timing press releases. The Bureau does not embargo or otherwise time press
announcements to avoid influencing stock markets. 705 Bureau staff explained that a press
embargo on a potentially market-moving announcement might encourage early leaks,
given the large size of the Bureau’s press list. 706
* * *
Social media. The Bureau maintains social media accounts on Facebook, Flickr, Twitter,
and YouTube. 707 The Bureau’s Office of Consumer Education and Engagement handles
social media rather than the Office of Communications. 708 Bureau staff explain that the
agency uses social media more as “an opportunity to engage directly with consumers”
rather than a “publicity platform.” 709 A very cursory review of the Bureau’s Twitter feed
confirms this use. 710 The Bureau did not identify policies or procedures governing its use
of social media. 711
* * *
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The CFPB should be credited for being exceedingly transparent in its operations and
solicitous of industry concerns in constructing its complaint database. Like other agencies,
the Bureau’s publicity practices seem to be sensitive to longstanding concerns but lack
the discipline that might come with written policies and procedures. The Bureau is still a
young agency, but staff report that the Bureau has never been sued over entries in its
complaint database. 712 Thus, I briefly consider other potential checks on Bureau
practices:
Information Quality Act. It is not clear whether the IQA applies to the Consumer
Complaint Database, and the Bureau has not taken a position on this question. 713 The
Bureau has adopted its own Information Quality Guidelines pursuant to the Act and
OMB guidelines, 714 which state that the guidelines apply to “information that the Bureau
posts on the internet” and to “Bureau-sponsored distribution of information” (meaning
“any information distributed by a third party at the direction of the Bureau or information
the Bureau has the authority to review and approve prior to release”). 715 This broad
language would seem to apply to the Consumer Complaint Database. But the Bureau’s
Guidelines do not make clear whether they exempt the database, as they exclude
“archival records, public filings, subpoenas, or adjudicative processes.” 716 Similarly, the
OMB’s guidelines exclude information posted by agencies that “makes [] clear that what
is being offered is someone’s opinion rather than fact or the agency’s views.” 717 These
provisions could be read to exclude the Consumer Complaint Database from the IQA.
Industry members, like the American Bankers Association, have argued that the IQA
should apply to the database. 718 The Bureau’s Information Quality site includes
documents relating to one request 719 that the Bureau retract a white paper on payday
loans. 720 Though the request did not relate to the complaint database, it demonstrates how
Bureau reports and analyses of complaint data might inspire requests for correction or
retraction under the IQA. In light of my review above, requests to correct or retract
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database entries under the IQA would seem to be redundant given the opportunities
companies have to respond via the Company Portal.
Ombudsman. The Bureau has an Ombudsman, 721 which has received complaints about
the database, among other things. 722 Some companies that disagree with Bureau decisions
will contact the Ombudsman in addition to utilizing notice-and-comment periods, writing
letters to Director Cordray, and using the press. 723 In fact, some companies will file
complaints with the Ombudsman that track closely the public comments they file. 724 Staff
report that the Bureau’s Office of Consumer Response meets monthly with the
Ombudsman. 725 In some other agencies, the ombudsman receives most consumer
complaints; in the Bureau, the Office of Consumer Response serves that role. 726 The
Ombudsman might be an effective restraint if the Bureau were to ever turn more
aggressive with its publicity or database practices.
Inspector General. The Federal Reserve’s Office of Inspector General has oversight
responsibility for the CFPB. 727 For example, it is auditing the Bureau’s complaint
database “to assess the effectiveness of the CFPB's controls over the accuracy and
completeness of the public complaint database.” 728 Inspectors General provide another
avenue for industry members to voice their preferences and pursue complaints. 729
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V. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR UPDATED REFORMS
Agency publicity remains a conundrum four decades after Conference Recommendation
73-1. Agencies must retain wide discretion to inform the public, but sometimes exercise
this discretion in damaging ways. Part II detailed how agency publicity can be
problematic when it is premature, excessive, inaccurate, or used as a sanction. This latter
use, a technique sometimes called “naming and shaming,” can be particularly
problematic. As Eric Posner notes, “shaming is the very antithesis of the law.” 730
In this spirit, I consider recommendations directed to all three branchesexecutive,
legislative, and judicial. Most important are the recommendations to agencies. I urge
agencies to make their publicity practices more transparent and to conform not only to
existing law, but also to principles of good governance. The recommendations to
Congress are mostly to clarify existing law. Finally, after much careful thought, and a
change of opinion, 731 I do not recommend judicial review of agency publicity absent the
exceptional circumstances already recognized by courts.
A. Improving Agency Practices
In 1973, the Conference recommended that agencies “balance the need for adequately
serving the public interest and the need for adequately protecting persons affected by
adverse agency publicity.” 732 Thus, Recommendation 73-1 was directed solely at
agencies. Today, several groups, both in and out of agencies, said they would support
Conference recommendations for best practices. 733 In light of these discussions, and in
light of the research above, I recommend the following ten best practices:
1. Written policies. Agencies should adopt written policies that address the content of agency
announcements and the procedures for issuing them.
2. Publication of policies. Agencies should publish their written policies online.
3. Advanced notice. Agencies should consider giving advanced notice to subjects identified in
publicity, but only when the subject is not already aware of an ongoing agency action, unless
such notice would be impracticable or inconsistent with the nature of the proceeding
4. Corrections and retractions. Agencies should adopt procedures for correcting and retracting
materially inaccurate statements, subject to exceptions in the public interest.
5. Publicizing investigations, complaints, and other preliminary actions. Agencies should not
publicize investigations except in rare circumstances as required by the public interest, and
should publicize complaints and other preliminary actions only with a clear explanation that
the action is tentative and non-final.
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6. Capital market reactions. Agencies should consider the potential capital market reactions to
their announcements and should, when practicable and subject to exceptions in the public
interest, try to minimize potential capital market shocks.
7. Social media. Agencies should incorporate into their social media policies best practices and
procedures that apply to traditional types of agency publicity, such as clear lines of
responsibility for publishing information via agency accounts and safeguards to ensure the
accuracy of statements.
8. Database disclosures. Agencies should adopt written policies governing online databases
that contain adverse information about identified parties. Those policies should ensure that
(i) the data are accurate, (ii) that users are informed of the source(s), context, and any
limitations of the data, and (iii) that subjects are given the chance to post responses or
request corrections or retractions, subject to reasonable exceptions in the public interest.
9. Clarifying the Information Quality Act. The OMB should clarify that the Information
Quality Act applies to new substantive information in press releases that is not covered by
previous information dissemination subject to the Act. The OMB should also consider
updating its guidelines to account for the different types of databases published by agencies.
10. Fielding objections. Agencies that are not subject to the Information Quality Act, and do not
otherwise have post-publication procedures for requesting corrections to information should
direct objections to the agency’s announcement to the Ombudsman or Inspector General, as
appropriate.

1. Written Policies
Recommendation. Agencies should adopt written policies that address the content of
agency announcements and the procedures for issuing them.
This recommendation is not new. Gellhorn’s 1973 article found that very few agencies
had established written policies. 734 ACUS thus recommended that “Each agency should
state in its published rules the procedures and policies to be followed in publicizing
agency action or policy, and internal operating practices should assure compliance.” 735
However, few agencies implemented this recommendation. The ACUS files contain a
1974 letter from John Cushman, who observed: “I suspect you will find a number of
agencies who say in effect that they agree with [the] Recommendation in principle but
who are not willing to state their policies in regulations or even a policy statement.”736
His letter viewed the need for a written policy as probably “vital” to Recommendation
73-1, “since it may be the only way to test whether [an] agency will do anything.” 737 My
non-exhaustive review identified only the following written policies, some of which may
be outdated or not followed:
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Agency

Written Publicity Policy

Public?

Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco,
and Firearms (ATF) 738

ATF Directive O 1200.7

No 739

Consumer Product Safety
Commission (CPSC)

Information Disclosure Under Section 6(b) of the
Consumer Product Safety Act, 16 C.F.R. part 1101

Yes 740

Federal Power Commission
(FPC) 741

18 C.F.R. §§ 1.6 and 1.36

Yes 742

Federal Trade Commission
(FTC)

Operating Manual, Chapter 17 § 2.5

Yes 743

Department of Health and
Human Services (HHS)

Release of Adverse Information to News Media, 45
C.F.R. part 17

Yes 744

Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC)

SEC Administrative Regulations on “Press Relations
Policies and Procedures”

Yes 745

The need for written policies. Even agencies staffed with professionals of immense
goodwill can benefit from adopting written policies. Although agency practices may be
constrained by internal protocolsor by what Gellhorn called “custom, habit, and natural
bureaucratic caution” 746the four-decade interim shows that agencies sometimes breach
these self-restraints. Moreover, agencies with written policies are probably less likely to
abuse publicity than agencies without them. 747 Further, written publicity policies can be
an important way to preserve best practices. As one former FDA official explained, the
lessons of the 1960s and 1970s have not necessarily been passed down to later
generations at agencies, and without written policies, agency staff might have to re-learn
those lessons through trial and error. 748 Of the three agencies examined in detail, the FTC
seems to have the clearest publicly-available written policies, although FTC officials are
quick to note that the agency’s policies are not always embedded in the Operating
Manual. 749 Yet, the FTC’s publicity policy was updated in 2014 and is included in the
Operating Manual, perhaps indicating that the earlier FTC policies praised by Gellhorn
have survived in some form.
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The need to observe written policies. Just as important as establishing written policies, it
is important that agencies make staff aware of these policies and provide training. Both
current and former public affairs officials noted that their agencies issued publicity
without following any written guidelines. 750 Again, staff may be completely unaware of
such policies, leaving them to rely on custom, habit, and self-restraint. Several current
and former officials emphasized that written policies would be most useful if drafted with
sufficient generality; but they worried that adopting highly specified policies and
procedures might unnecessarily constrain agency discretion, frustrate attempts to notify
the public, and possibly lead to non-compliance. The most useful written policies, many
noted, would express broad principles and procedures, preserving agency discretion,
particularly in emergencies and when otherwise required in the public interest.
Content guidelines. Written policies should address the content of agency announcements.
In 1973, the Conference recommended that “All adverse agency publicity should be
factual in content and accurate in description,” and that “Disparaging terminology should
be avoided.” 751 The Conference also urged agencies to take “reasonable precautions to
assure that the information stated is accurate and that the publicity fulfills an authorized
purpose.” 752 These recommendations remain relevant today. The three agencies
examined in Part IV seem to recognize the power of their publicity and take care to
ensure that announcements are accurate. But again, occasional disputes over the language
used by some agencies shows that content guidelines remain useful. 753 Still, courts are
correct in declining to demand perfection of agencies in formulating announcements, and
agencies “cannot be blamed because certain media reports inaccurately reported an
accurate press release.” 754 FDA once defended its discretion “even if there is the
possibility that the information may be ignored, misinterpreted, oversimplified,
overstated, or misunderstood by the media or by the public.” 755
Still, agencies should strive for press releases that will not, in fact, be misinterpreted. 756 A
best practice followed by many enforcement agencies is to provide prominent links to
underlying documents in a case, such as complaints, settlements, and orders. Applying
the Information/Data Quality Act to new information published in press releases, as many
agencies do, 757 may also help ensure that the content of announcements is accurate and
not unnecessarily pejorative. Finally, agency guidelines should require agencies to clarify
the preliminary nature of investigations, complaints, and other actions that have not been
resolved. 758
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Procedural guidelines. With all the different ways agencies can reach the public
todayincluding press releases, social media posts, and countless types of
announcements on agency web sitesit is more important than ever that agencies
articulate clear procedures. 759 Rather than specifying such procedures here, it is probably
more useful to identify broad principles and best practices for agencies to follow. Of
course, agencies adopting procedures would have to tailor them to their own needs.
Policies for who may issue publicity. Gellhorn recommended that agencies adopt
policies that clarify who within the agency may issue publicity and answer media
inquiries. 760 By and large, the agencies I studied seem to observe protocols on these
matters, though the protocols may not be in writing.
Procedures to ensure accuracy. Second, agencies should establish procedures to
ensure the accuracy of publicity. For example, the FTC uses a painstaking, multi-tiered
process to review and clear press releases that discuss enforcement actions. 761 The CFPB
also subjects press releases to multiple rounds of edits with clear stages of review and
approval. 762 The HHS rule requires its agencies like FDA to take reasonable precautions
to assure the information in announcements is accurate, per Recommendation 73-1.763
Agencies should also consider not only the technical accuracy of their statements, but
also the impression left by the announcement as a whole. 764 Thus, for example, an agency
should not suggest in the title of an announcement something that is not fully supported
in the body of the text. 765
Likelihood of harm and alternatives. Both Gellhorn and ACUS recommended that
agencies use publicity only as necessary and consider alternatives that might be equally
effective. 766 Gellhorn also urged agencies to consider the likelihood of causing severe
harm to the subject. 767 It might be difficult to prescribe this consideration in writing,
other than to include a general statement in agency policies emphasizing that adverse
publicity can cause harms that can be indeterminate and difficult to calibrate.
Exceptions in the public interest. Agencies should consider adopting reasonable
exemptions in their publicity policies for emergencies and the like, tailored to the
agency’s individual needs and statutory authorities. For example, the FDA should
maintain significant discretion to warn the public of product risks that might cause death
or severe injuries, or gross economic losses. Several agency officials emphasized the
need for flexibility and warned that strict policies might chill important agency
announcements.
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2. Publication of Policies
Recommendation. Agencies should publish their written policies online.
If few agencies have adopted written publicity policies, even fewer have published them.
However, in an era of sprawling agency web sites, when many agencies publish detailed
employee manuals, handbooks, and other internal policies online, reasons for not
publishing a written publicity policy seem scarce. Indeed, the FDA publishes its
extensive Regulatory Procedures Manual online, as does the FTC its long Operating
Manual. 768 As Peter Barton Hutt explained regarding the FDA’s 1977 proposed rule,
agencies have a duty to tell the public what is and is not permitted. 769 Publication of
written policies not only establishes expectations for regulated parties, but may serve an
internal prophylactic purpose by encouraging agency personnel to exercise their
discretion wisely. 770 Moreover, if agencies do offer procedures for subjects to seek
corrections or retractions, agencies will have to publish these procedures. One model is
the Information/Data Quality Act. The OMB guidelines implementing the Act require
agencies to post their guidelines on their web sites. 771 It does not appear that agencies are
inundated with requests under the Act, despite publication of their policies.
3. Advanced Notice to Subjects
Recommendation. Agencies should give advanced notice to subjects identified in
publicity, but only when the subject is not already aware of an ongoing agency action,
unless such notice would be impracticable or inconsistent with the nature of the
proceeding.
History. In 1973, the Conference similarly recommended that the subjects of publicity be
“given advanced notice” and “a reasonable opportunity” to respond in advance “if
practicable and consistent with the nature of the proceeding.” 772 The Conference did not
recognize an exception for parties who are already aware of an ongoing agency action.
Some agencies objected to these recommendations. 773
Problems with lack of notice. The lack of advanced notice can be particularly
damagingand seem particularly unfairto the subjects of agency publicity. When
agencies take enforcement actions, both due process and the APA typically require that
agencies give the targets prior notice and an opportunity to respond. 774 But when
agencies issue publicity, they sometimes do not provide these basic procedural
protections. For example, in 2003, the FDA publicized objections to a drug company’s
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press release, but did not notify the company of the agency’s objections beforehand. 775
The company’s stock price dropped nearly 25% within hours of the announcement. 776
Courts, however, have not always been sympathetic to parties challenging a lack of prior
notice. The D.C. District Court held long ago that the FDA did not have to provide a prior
hearing before issuing adverse publicity condemning a cancer clinic for making illegal
marketing claims. 777 Thus, as Gellhorn emphasized, “usually no protection other than the
common sense and good will of the administrator prevents unreasonable use of coercive
publicity.” 778 A former FDA lawyer also observed that “there is relatively little a
company can do” to stop adverse publicity. 779 Thus, principles of good governance
probably dictate that agencies provide some basic due process to subjects.
Agency practices. Agency practices on giving advanced notice vary. HHS rules allow
FDA and other sub-agencies to provide advanced notice “if practicable and consistent
with the nature of the proceeding.” 780 The rule notes that this provision gives subjects an
opportunity to prepare their own public response, but does not give them a right to edit or
object to the agency’s announcement. 781 FDA’s practice is to notify subjects that a press
release is coming but to not negotiate over the text of the announcement (or even to
provide the text prior to publication). 782 As noted above, the SEC failed to make
sufficient efforts to give advanced notice to Goldman Sachs before filing its complaint,
contrary to SEC Administrative Regulation SECR 18-2. 783 Multiple agencies explained
that most subjects of adverse publicity are already aware that they are on the agency’s
radar. 784 The FTC, for example, generally meets with the subjects of investigations
before filing a complaint, meaning the subject will be aware of the investigation. 785
Analogs. Congress has shown sensitivity to agency disclosures without prior notice. The
Toxic Substances Control Act makes it a crime to publicly disclose confidential
information that manufacturers have submitted to the EPA unless the agency gives thirty
days advanced notice. 786 Exceptions allow EPA to disclose such information if necessary
to protect public health or the environment. But even then, the EPA must provide either
15 days or 24 hours advanced notice, depending on the significance of the threat. 787 Other
laws make it a crime for agency personnel to publicly disclose confidential company
information. 788 Similarly, good database practices support some form of advanced notice.
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The CFPB’s consumer complaint database, for example, gives companies ample
opportunity to learn about and verify complaints before they are published online. 789
Exceptions. If agencies do adopt a policy to provide advanced notice, they should have
sufficient leeway to also adopt exceptions relevant to the agency’s mission and statutory
responsibilities. For example, the EPA and FDA should be able to forego advanced
notice during emergencies or if otherwise contrary to the public interest. Consumer
protection agencies like the FTC and CFPB should be able to recognize exceptions if
there is a risk of significant economic harm. Finally, all enforcement agencies should be
able to adopt exceptions if prior notice would compromise ongoing surveillance,
investigations, or other enforcement activities.
4. Corrections and Retractions
Recommendation. Agencies should adopt procedures for correcting and retracting
materially inaccurate statements, subject to emergencies and other exceptions in the
public interest.
History. In 1973, the Conference recommended that when agency publicity is erroneous
or misleading, parties may request corrections or retractions, to be published in as close
to the same manner as feasible to the original publicity. 790 Although agency retractions
“are infamous for going unnoticed,” 791 providing post-publication procedures should
ameliorate most disputes over agency publicity. 792 Doing so also achieves a measure of
symmetryfor example, agencies frequently publicize when they bring successful
enforcement actions, but rarely publicize investigations that found no wrongdoing or
complaints that failed. 793 Moreover, many suspect that when agencies do make such
announcements, they do not publicize them with the same vigor, nor do media give them
the same level of attention. 794 Thus, procedures for requesting corrections and retractions
can help soften criticisms that agencies use publicity unfairly.
Agency practices. Agency practices for corrections and retractions vary. The HHS rule
discussed above 795 allows parties to request that HHS or its sub-agencies correct or
retract information that is inaccurate or misleading, and provides that the response will be
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made “in the same manner” as the original announcement. 796 The FTC does not make
clear any procedures for making such requests, and FTC officials explain that the subjects
of press releases do not necessarily want or need to request corrections or retractions. 797
Nonetheless, FTC officials note that aggrieved parties will have several points of contact
with the Commission should they object to an announcement. 798 Another example that
also applies to agency databases is the EPA, which designates agency personnel to
consider objections that data entered on the EPA web site are incorrect. 799 EPA will then
identify the data with yellow flag icons, indicating that the data are disputed. 800
Recommended procedures. Agencies should provide clear instructions for parties to
request that agencies correct or retract information in an agency announcement. Subjects
seem to prefer that the information be removed completely, but also welcome corrections
and retractions. 801 Because many agencies apply the Information/Data Quality Act to
press releases that contain new information that is not already subject to the Act, these
procedures might suffice. 802 Other agencies should consider extending the Act to press
releases in this manner, contrary to the OMB’s guidelines. Second, it should not be
difficult for agencies that maintain media distribution lists to reach the same audience
twice. 803 Third, agencies should use the same method of distribution as the original
announcement. Fourth, agencies should also establish clear deadlines for responding to
the request, and make available procedures for seeking expedited reviews. 804 For
example, the FDA’s proposed 1977 policy required subjects to send expedited requests to
the Assistant Commissioner for Public Affairs. 805 Fifth, it is important that agencies tailor
these procedures to meet their own unique circumstances and needs. Finally, disputed
requests might be appealed to an agency Ombudsman, Chief Information Officer, or
Inspector General. 806 Providing an appeal mechanism could help agencies generate more
credibility and perhaps deter litigation. 807
5. Publicizing Investigations, Complaints, and Other Preliminary Actions
Recommendation. Agencies should not publicize investigations except in rare
circumstances as required in the public interest, and should publicize complaints and
other preliminary actions only with a clear explanation that the action is tentative and
non-final.
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History. In 1973, the Conference recommended that agencies publicize investigations or
“pending agency trial-type proceedings only in limited circumstances” and subject to
certain criteria. 808 For example, agencies should issue such publicity when “there is a
significant risk the public health or safety may be impaired or substantial economic harm
may occur unless the public is immediately notified.” 809 However, when feasible, the
Conference recommended that agencies give parties a chance to cease immediately the
offending practice and avoid public harm in lieu of using adverse publicity. 810 Such
publicity might also be necessary, according to Recommendation 73-1, when required to
notify interested parties of pending agency adjudications, or when information about the
adverse agency action is already public and likely to be covered by the media (but only to
ensure accurate media coverage and “public understanding”). 811 However, a critique of
Recommendation 73-1 in the media sums up the counterargument well:
The heart of the problem is in the peculiar role of the regulatory agency itself.
Litigated cases, like those which worry the Administrative Conference, are part
of the regulatory agency’s broader effort to devise and enforce solutions to
complex public problems. So these cases are more than private squabbles
between prosecutor and accused. 812

Risks of premature publicity. As noted above, 813 agency publicity can be problematic
when it is premature, such as when an agency publicizes that it has initiated an
investigation into certain practices without also clarifying that the allegations have not
been proven yet. Since 1973, numerous parties have sued agencies for publicizing
investigations or complaints, showing that such announcements remain controversial. 814
There are also well-known instances of early-stage publicity causing significant harm to
industry. Perhaps the most recent case was the FDA and CDC incorrectly identifying
tomatoes as the source of a salmonella outbreak in 2008, costing the tomato industry
roughly $200 million. 815 Of course, publicity of preliminary agency actions may be
necessary in many cases, particularly when required to alert the public to health or safety
risks. Again, agencies should retain maximum discretion to make such announcements.
Statutory authority. As explained above, Congress and the White House have not taken a
consistent stance on whether agencies should publicize investigations and complaints.
For example, the PTO may publicize complaints against invention submission
promoters, 816 but the FEC is prohibited from publicizing investigations into suspected
violations of campaign finance laws. 817 And another statute prohibits the Equal
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Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) from “making public” information that it
obtains while investigating or negotiating with employers suspected of violating federal
antidiscrimination laws. 818 There are likely several other similar statutes governing
agencies. 819 Thus, statutory authority for this practice varies. It is likely that most
agencies do not receive explicit direction one way or the other.
Agency practices. Most agencies “regularly publicize every significant formal action,”
even when not necessary to warn the public. 820 My review of FDA, FTC, and CFPB
practices show that most agencies are sensitive to the dangers of publicizing
investigations, but regularly publicize agency complaints. Agencies do, however, use
disclaimers and links to full court documents to provide context for such announcements.
FDA. Although HHS rules limit announcements of investigations or pending
proceedings to when there is a significant risk to public health or substantial economic
harm, 821 the FDA regularly publicizes preliminary actions, including investigations, civil
complaints, and criminal charges and indictments. 822 My empirical review of FDA press
announcements between 2004 and 2010 showed that a high percentage of negative press
releases that identified specific products or parties involved some preliminary or tentative
agency determination (74%), rather than a final, determinative action (26%). 823 Of course,
many of these press releases announce product recalls, perhaps one of the FDA’s most
important functions. The Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act allows FDA to
disseminate information about regulated products, and clarifies that nothing prohibits
FDA from publishing the results of investigations. 824 The FDA’s Regulatory Procedures
Manual includes detailed procedures for issuing press releases regarding enforcement
actions. 825 Note also that the FDA publishes on its web site Warning Letters and records
of inspectional observations, including company responses.
FTC. The FTC treats investigations as non-public, but regularly publicizes formal
complaints initiating law enforcement actions. 826 As early as 1918, the FTC adopted a
policy of issuing press releases when it filed complaints, 827 and the D.C. Circuit upheld
this practice in 1968. 828 The FTC’s policy is a thoughtful onethe Commission takes
care when announcing formal complaints to clarify that the case has not yet been
adjudicated. 829 Even though these disclaimers are not always effective, 830 they should be
818
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required at minimum. The FTC’s Operating Manual provides detailed requirements on
making public both investigations and complaints. FTC officials explain that
investigations are no longer made public. Both the FTC Manual and agency officials
describe careful procedures for drafting and approving press releases for FTC complaints.
These procedures are designed to ensure that the announcement is factual and accurate.
CFPB. One of the CFPB’s most controversial practices is to publish consumer
complaints in an online database. 831 But the CFPB’s publication criteria, and the
procedures allowing companies to review and verify complaints before publication, seem
to provide adequate quality assurance. Moreover, the Bureau disclaims the accuracy of
the entries, emphasizing that the information is provided by consumers and companies,
rather than the Bureau. 832 Traditional press releases sometimes announce complaints
against regulated firms. The CFPB web site includes roughly seven pages of
“enforcement” press releases. 833 Like the FDA and FTC, the CFPB uses a multi-tiered
approval process to ensure the accuracy of such announcements. However, Bureau
regulations provide that investigations are non-public. 834
Incomplete information. The Conference recognized that agencies must sometimes
disclose information that “has a limited basis,” such as when allegations are made but not
fully adjudicated, but urged agencies to “prominently” disclose the limited basis and
tentative nature of the information. 835 Agencies like the EPA and FDA might also have to
alert the public to potentially dangerous products amid substantial scientific uncertainty.
Again, as the Conference recommended four decades ago, agencies should clarify when
the factual or scientific basis for the announcement is tentative and subject to change.
Compliance or publication. Recommendation 73-1 endorsed the practice of agencies’
using the threat of publicity to encourage quick compliance. 836 The Conference stated
that “where public harm can be avoided by immediate discontinuance of an offending
practice, a respondent should be allowed an opportunity, where feasible, to cease the
practice (pending a legal test) in lieu of adverse agency publicity.” 837 This
recommendation was criticized as “blackmail,” 838 A magazine article argued that
agencies could use this leverage to say “Either quietly stop now and avoid publicity … or
face the kind of publicity you don’t want.” 839 It is also interesting to note that public
criticisms of Recommendation 73-1 frequently invoked the then-recent Watergate
scandal and the dangers of executive secrecy. However, courts have approved of this use
of publicity. One court in 1977 noted that the FTC publicizes complaints in part “to
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induce respondents to agree promptly to remedial orders without the necessity of
extended legal proceedings.” 840 Similarly, HHS rules allow sub-agencies like the FDA to
withhold releasing adverse information to the public if “public harm can be avoided by
immediate discontinuance of an offending practice.” 841 Undoubtedly, the threat of
publicity can be a strikingly effectiveif coerciveregulatory tool. 842
Clarifying the nature of the action. Agency policies should require that announcements
clarify the nature of any agency enforcement action as best as possible. Agencies should
take particular care when announcing pending or preliminary agency actions via social
media or other truncated formats. 843 Companies often express concern that agency
announcements misstate the nature of the agency’s action or mislead the public to believe
that the allegations are more definitive than they are. 844 Agencies press releases are not
“obliged to repeat every word or phrase in a settlement,” 845 but they should avoid using
language in titles and headings that are likely to be misinterpreted. 846 Agencies should
remain sensitive to these concerns.
Exceptions. There are obvious exceptions in the public interest that must be recognized.
Agencies do not always have the luxury of waiting for cases to conclude to alert the
public. For example, agencies like the CPSC, EPA, and FDA must announce product
recalls or other public health hazards. 847 These agencies are often in a Catch-22, as they
are often criticized for not making these announcements soon enough. 848 For example,
the NHTSA has long been criticized for publicizing vehicle defects months or years after
they are first suspected. 849 Observers worry that regulated companies might use
procedures for correcting or retracting publicity to delay important agency
announcements. 850 Thus, agencies should have flexibility to make public announcements
before notifying or responding to identified parties. 851 Again, agencies should have
discretion to balance the public and private interests at stake.
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6. Timing Announcements to Avoid Capital Market Shocks
Recommendation. Agencies should consider the potential capital market reactions to their
announcements and should, when practicable and subject to exceptions in the public
interest, try to minimize potential capital market shocks.
Hyper-sensitive market reactions. As I explain above, the potential impact of agency
publicity is magnified by modern capital markets, made hyper-responsive by Internet
technologies. 852 Company stock prices can be extremely sensitive to agency
announcements, regardless whether the announcement is inaccurate or misinterpreted.
Recent incidents involving CMS, FDA, and SEC announcements demonstrate how
markets can react quickly and hastily to adverse publicity.
Agency rules. Agency publicity policies are largely silent on whether agencies should
consider or try to avoid capital market reactions to their announcements. One exception is
a memorandum by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS), which
discourages employees from releasing “market sensitive” information that “may have
stock or bond market implications” during trading hours. 853 Otherwise, the HHS rule854
and the FTC Operating Manual 855 are both silent on this issue. The CFPB also does not
seem to have a written policy on this issue.
Agency practices. Agency practices vary, of course, but also tend to disregard potential
capital market reactions in favor of other considerations. The FTC publishes press
releases during business hours (which are roughly coterminous with trading hours) and
does not try to minimize market reactions. 856 Similarly, the CFPB does not embargo
press releases to avoid influencing capital markets. 857 The SEC has refused to give NYSE
advanced notice of major enforcement actions or to make such announcements during
non-trading hours. 858 Even CMS, which has a policy on point, made a recent public
announcement that influenced billions of dollars in trading, seemingly oblivious to the
potential market response. 859 Thus, many agencies seem to make announcements without
overriding concern for their potential market impact. Agencies cite several reasons for
not limiting announcements to non-trading hours or otherwise trying to minimize market
reactions. The CFPB and SEC both cite the potential for early leaks. 860 CMS, FDA, and
FTC officials argue that the agencies cannot predict or control market reactions. 861 FTC
officials explain that global capital markets and after-hours trading make it difficult to
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avoid market reactions completely. 862 FTC officials also explain that press releases
regarding enforcement actions are timed to issue when the complaint is filed or when
Commission votes are made public, not when markets are closed. 863 Thus, although many
agencies are aware of potential market reactions to their announcements, such reactions
do not seem to be an overriding concern for them. A more deliberate policy might be
warranted.
Exceptions in the public interest. Again, agencies should be able to adopt exceptions, in
the public interest, tailored to their statutory responsibilities. For example, agencies like
the CPSC, EPA, and FDA should be able to alert the public to health and safety risks
during trading hours. The risk of substantial harm or death should trump, obviously, the
risk of causing capital market shocks. The FDA, for example, stresses that public
announcements can be critical in avoiding deaths or serious injury, citing several recent
examples, including the 2013 warnings of non-sterile drugs distributed by pharmacy
compounders, the 2012 peanut products recall, the 2008 recall of heparin, and the 2007
recall of pet food tainted by melamine. Similarly, consumer protection agencies like the
CFPB and FTC should be able to alert consumers to fraud and other substantial risks of
economic harm. Thus, this is a soft recommendationagencies should consider the
potential capital market reactions to their announcements, balancing public and private
interests when timing announcements. Agencies should not, for example, restrict
announcements to non-trading hours when necessary to alert the public, or when the
announcement truly is routine (notwithstanding the CMS example above).
7. Social Media Announcements
Recommendation. Agencies should incorporate into their social media policies best
practices and procedures that apply to other types of agency publicity, such as clear lines
of responsibility for publishing information via agency accounts and safeguards to ensure
the accuracy of statements.
Agency uses. As explained above, modern agencies use social media platforms such as
Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube to communicate with the public. 864 These and other
social media platforms are designed to disseminate information widely and
immediatelymaking them an important new tool for agencies. Social media can also be
important for reaching younger audiences. 865
Agency challenges. However, social media exacerbate some of the longstanding problems
with agency publicity. Wide, immediate publication amplifies the reach of agency
publicity, and short, truncated formats probably increase the risk that audiences will
misread, misunderstand, or mischaracterize complex regulatory actions. Moreover, the
volume and variety of social media platformsincluding frequent changes to these
platformscreate challenges for agencies. Agencies seem to recognize these dangers.
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The FTC, for example, has been exceedingly cautious with its use of social media, and
did not establish such accounts until the Commission had created policies to ensure
proper use. 866
Agency practices. Social media practices among agencies are evolving. The federal web
site USA.gov lists 21 different social media services used by the federal government.867
As noted above, agencies make prolific use of social media to reach the public. The FDA
maintains 17 different Twitter accounts, in addition to accounts on Facebook, Pinterest,
Flickr, and YouTube. 868 The FTC maintains nine separate Twitter accounts (including
five for each of the commissioners and Chairwoman), in addition to accounts on
Facebook, YouTube, and LinkedIn. 869 And the CFPB maintains accounts on Facebook,
Flickr, Twitter, and YouTube. 870 My earlier research found that agencies like the EPA
also maintain over a dozen Twitter feeds. 871
Types of announcements. The case studies show that the CFPB, FDA, and FTC all
use social media to announce enforcement actions. The FDA, for example, operates
multiple social media accounts solely to announce recalls and other product alerts. 872
However, many agency announcements do not name specific companies or products. A
large portion of the FTC’s announcements on Twitter, for example, draw attention to
unfair or deceptive trade practices, but without identifying specific violators. 873 Even
when the FTC announces enforcement actions on Twitter, it tends not to name companies
in the post itself. 874 The CFPB uses social media more to engage and educate consumers
rather than to publicize enforcement actions. 875 For the most part, agencies seem to use
social media for a variety of purposes and to reach a variety of audiences. Thus, agency
practices can be difficult to generalize.
Dedicated personnel. Some agencies designate personnel responsible for social media
accounts. The organizational chart for the FDA’s Office of External Affairs shows “Web
and Digital Media” as staffed by Charles Mulieri. 876 The FTC’s Office of Public Affairs
has a staff member responsible for social media. 877 And the CFPB handles social media
through its Office of Consumer Education and Engagement, rather than through its Office
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of Communications. 878 Agencies should establish clear internal lines of responsibility for
using social media on the agency’s behalf.
Written policies. The FTC reportedly uses written policies to govern staff use of
social media on the Commission’s behalf, but did not produce these policies at the time
of our interview. 879 The FTC also established a “Social Media Task Force” to evaluate
whether different platforms are appropriate for Commission use. 880 CFPB officials could
not identify policies or procedures that govern social media use by the Bureau. 881 The
FDA is subject to extensive social media rules by its parent agency, HHS. 882 All agencies
are subject to extensive guidelines published by OMB and the GSA, but these guidelines
largely focus on privacy, security, and other technical recommendations, ignoring the
unique problems of adverse agency publicity.
Security. As with agency web sites, agencies should take care to limit access to the
agency’s social media accounts. The FTC makes use of such protocols, and strictly limits
the staff who are authorized to post from Commission accounts. 883 FTC officials said
they were aware of fake FTC social media accounts, but assume that audiences can
distinguish them from authentic agency accounts, given account verification symbols
offered by social media services. 884 The U.S. Chief Information Officer (CIO) publishes
Guidelines for Secure Use of Social Media by Federal Departments and Agencies, which
includes a mix of technical and common sense recommendations for agencies, focusing
on cybersecurity. 885 The OMB has also published memoranda on the use of social media
and third-party platforms and web sites by agencies. 886 Given the use of agency names in
social media accounts maintained by non-agency users, agencies should make use of
account verification features when available on the social media platform.
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8. Procedures Governing Database Disclosures
Recommendation. Agencies should adopt written policies governing online databases that
contain adverse information about identified parties. Those policies should ensure that (i)
the data are accurate, (ii) that users understand the source(s), context, and any limitations
of the data, and (iii) that subjects are given the chance to post responses or request
corrections or retractions, subject to reasonable exceptions in the public interest.
A popular tool for agencies. As noted above, federal agencies now maintain perhaps
hundreds or even thousands of searchable online databases, many of which contain
negative information about identified products or parties. 887 Data.gov lists 174 different
federal, state, and local public entities that maintain online datasets, several of which
publish hundreds of datasets each. 888 Appendix E provides a sample of roughly two
dozen federal databases that contain negative information about identified parties. These
include CMS databases that use Medicare data to disclose patient satisfaction surveys,
rates of complications and deaths, and other quality metrics. 889 The CFTC publishes a
searchable online database of sanctions against regulated firms and individuals. 890 The
CPSC publishes a database of product recalls and other safety problems. 891 The
Department of Transportation publishes large datasets of airline and airport statistics,
including on-time departure rates and lost luggage rates. 892 The EPA posts several
databases online, including its Enforcement and Compliance History Online (ECHO) and
the well-known Toxic Release Inventory Program (TRI). 893 Other databases publish large
amounts of data on government contractors or banned exporters, for example. 894 And, of
course, the databases maintained by the FDA, FTC, and CFPB were described in detail
above. 895
Diversity of databases. The volume and variety of agency databases makes
generalizations difficult. They vary widely in purpose, scope, design, data sources, and
other key characteristics. As such, agencies should tailor these recommendations to fit the
functions of their own databases. Yet, my review also suggests that best practices are
emerging. For example, when the CFPB began designing its consumer complaint
database, staff consulted with other agencies to try to identify best practices and potential
complications. 896 It is in this spirit that I make the following observations and
recommendations.
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The need for accuracy. It is paramount that agency databases include accurate
information. Government agencies are perhaps the most trusted source of information,897
and agency databases tend to carry the imprimatur of the government. Thus, a court
recently sustained a challenge against a “materially inaccurate” report on the CPSC’s
database, SaferProducts.gov, noting that the report “bears the Government’s stamp of
approval through its publication on an official website that, by its terms, is a repository of
reports regarding ‘unsafe products.’” 898 Agencies also play an important informationforcing role in various markets. 899 In fact, some believe that agencies can use information
disclosure to replace traditional command-and-control regulation, citing the EPA’s Toxic
Release Inventory database as a classic example. 900 The Obama Administration endorses
these ideas, 901 as does the occasional statute. 902
Problems with database disclosures. Objections to agency databases echo many of the
longstanding objections to agency publicity. Subjects argue, for example, that complaints
posted in online databases are unverified, and thus might lack factual support or a legal
basis. They argue that data are presented without context because they are not
randomized or normalized. Subjects also note that data can be manipulated during the
intake process, with parties posting false or fraudulent reports or complaints. Subjects
describe reputational harms akin to those suffered by the subjects of adverse publicity,
including competitive harms, the risk of viral publicity, and providing fodder for
plaintiffs’ lawyers. 903 Subjects also object that databases give the appearance of being
endorsed by the government. Even courts recognize that inclusion in an agency database
may signal the government’s official condemnation. 904 As databases become a more
popular tool for agencies, it is important that subjects believe they are being treated fairly.
Ensuring accuracy. No database is error-free. 905 As such, agencies should try to ensure
the accuracy of any information that is presented as factual. If the information is not
presented as accurate and objectivesuch as databases of third party
complaintsagencies should clearly explain the nature and any limitations of the
information (see Providing disclaimers, limitations, and context below). Indeed,
databases containing data only from regulated parties, without review or challenge by an
agency or by regulatory beneficiaries, might also require explanation of the potentially
one-sided nature of the information being presented.
Pre-publication procedures. An emerging best practice is to provide the subjects of
negative database entries with pre-publication procedures to comment on, challenge, or
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correct the information before it is posted. The CPSC, for example, is required by statute
to allow companies to comment on reports to SaferProducts.gov, and to request that their
comments be included in the published report. 906 The statute also requires the CPSC to
consider objections that any information is “materially inaccurate,” though it allows the
Commission to determine what meets that standard. 907 The CPSC posts clear procedures
in the Code of Federal Regulations. 908 Similarly, the CFPB authenticates consumer
complaints and provides clear procedures for companies to verify a commercial
relationship with the consumer and post the company’s response. 909 The CFPB also has
adopted clear publication criteria that each complaint must meet before it is published. 910
Post-publication procedures. If pre-publication procedures do not ensure the accuracy
of database entries, then agencies should provide post-publication procedures to subjects.
Similar to the Information/Data Quality Act, subjects should be able to challenge
materially inaccurate entries and request corrections and/or retractions. Ideally, agencies
would provide procedures for expediting requests, as the FDA contemplated long ago.
Agencies should consider the feasibility of flagging for readers what data is being
challenged. The EPA, for example, marks disputed data on its web site with yellow flag
icons. 911
Providing disclaimers, limitations, and context. For databases that do not purport to
contain only objective, verified facts, agencies should take care to provide necessary
disclaimers and context for the data, including any limitations of the dataset. Doctors, for
example, have long lamented “surgical report cards” used by state and federal regulators,
which publish death and complication rates for surgeons, but fail to normalize for riskier
patient populations. This can create perverse incentives for surgeons to avoid high-risk
populations who might need surgery the most. 912
Several agency databases do disclaim their accuracy. The FDA’s adverse event database
for medical devices includes a disclaimer that its “surveillance system has limitations,
including the potential submission of incomplete, inaccurate, untimely, unverified, or
biased data.” 913 Similarly, the FDA’s adverse event database for drugs explains in detail
the limitations of the data, emphasizing that “there is no certainty that the reported event
… was actually due to the product.” 914 The CFPB complaint database site includes the
disclaimer: “We don’t verify all the facts alleged in these complaints but we take steps to
confirm a commercial relationship between the consumer and company.” 915 Even the
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aggregated and anonymized data that the FTC publishes about the consumer complaints
contained in its nonpublic Consumer Sentinel database includes disclaimers that the
aggregated data is based on “unverified complaints.” 916 Sometimes, Congress requires
the disclaimer. The statute requiring the CPSC to create SaferProducts.gov requires the
Commission to “provide clear and conspicuous notice to users of the database that the
Commission does not guarantee the accuracy, completeness, or adequacy of the contents
of the database.” 917 Thus, SaferProducts.gov includes a disclaimer that tracks the statute
almost verbatim. 918 Note, however, that a court called this language “boilerplate” that
“would not interest an ordinary consumer.” 919 Thus, the old concern that corrective
publicity cannot undo erroneous agency publicity probably applies to agency databases as
well.
Clarifying the source(s) of data. Agency databases are populated with data from different
sources, which may require different quality controls to ensure accuracy. The CFPB’s
database, for example, presents information provided directly by consumers and
companies rather than by the Bureau. 920 However, because government agencies are a
trusted source of information, it is essential that agencies clearly distinguish for readers
databases that publish objective, government-endorsed data from databases that publish
consumer complaints, industry accounts, or other subjective or unverified information.921
Moreover, there may be a reduced risk of publishing inaccurate data if the data comes
directly from the subject, as in the case of the EPA’s Toxic Release Inventory database.
Databases populated with information from third parties, such as customers, might
require additional steps to verify the information. For example, the CFPB gives
companies identified in complaints a chance to verify a commercial relationship with the
customer and post a response. 922 Other databases are populated by data generated by the
agency itself, such as the numerous enforcement databases listed in Appendix E. These
databases will include information that is disputed, which makes pre-publication
verification and post-publication appeals particularly important. Finally, some databases,
like Medicare’s provider quality ratings, cull data from a number of objective and
subjective sources, and require more careful explanation.
High-volume databases. Large datasets may be attractive to agencies, but they also create
challenges. When the CFPB created its consumer complaint handling system, it surveyed
other agencies to identify best practices, but found that other systems were smaller in
scale and based on different regulatory models. 923 For example, the Bureau initially
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looked to the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency’s (OCC’s) consumer complaint
handling system to understand its approach to handling high volumes (around 90,000
complaints at that time). 924 But the Bureau now processes over 25,000 complaints per
month. 925 Agencies with high-volume systems like the CFPB and FTC emphasize that
other agencies considering their own databases should use quality controls to ensure the
accuracy of the intake process, particularly by outside contractors. 926
Design. Creating databases from scratch, rather than from existing complaint or case
management systems, seems to be an advantage for agencies. The CFPB was probably
able to be more thoughtful and open about the data it collects because it designed the
database from scratch and considered these issues prior to gathering data. 927 The CFPB’s
Consumer Complaint Database, for example, essentially is a small “public window” into
the Bureau’s case management system. 928 But Bureau staff were able to consider
carefully how and what information they would collect as they designed the database and
company response system. 929
Timing. Databases that populate automatically probably require more pre-publication
quality assurance than databases populated manually. For example, fields in the CFPB’s
database populate in real time and get published nightly, 930 but the Bureau has a
relatively robust process for verifying commercial relationships and allowing companies
to respond before a complaint is published.931 Having clear publication criteria probably
reduces the number of complaints by subjects.
Privacy. A major consideration for agencies that publish consumer reports is maintaining
consumer privacy. The Privacy Act governs how agencies collect, maintain, use, and
disseminate personal information. 932 CFPB officials report that the Bureau struggled with
privacy questions as it developed the Consumer Complaint Database. The CFPB now
uses a three-step process to scrub personal information from consumer complaint
narratives: (i) a computer program identifies and scrubs personal information; (ii) a
trained human reviewer reads narratives to scrub additional personal information that
may have been missed; and (iii) a quality assurance specialist performs a second human
review, sending narratives back for reprocessing if they still contain personal
information. 933 Importantly, the CFPB’s scrubbing process removes not just obvious
personal information, but also related information that might be used to identify the
consumer, such as medical conditions, employment information, and proper place
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names. 934 The CFPB said that it “relied heavily on guidance by the Department of Health
and Human Services regarding de-identification of health data” used for the HIPAA
Privacy Rule. 935 The CFPB, like other agencies, maintains a Chief Privacy Officer. 936
The FTC has no plans to make its Sentinel database public (as its purpose is to serve as
an enforcement tool for the FTC and other agencies), but FTC officials explained that
doing so would require relatively sophisticated software and substantial human resources
to scrub each complaint of individually identifiable information. 937 Both would require a
major investment of manpower and budget. 938 In response to FOIA requests for
particularized information in Sentinel, the FTC’s main concern is to redact individuals’
personal information. 939
Cybersecurity. A related suggestion is that agencies also consider cybersecurity measures.
The CFPB considered security measures as it developed its database. 940 The Federal
Information Security Management Act of 2002 (FISMA) requires agencies to develop
agency-wide information security programs. 941 The Federal Reserve OIG audits the
CFPB’s information security practices annually. 942
Information/Data Quality Act. Agencies should consider whether the Information/Data
Quality Act should be applied to each database they maintain. As noted above, the Act
seems better designed for agency databases than press releases. 943 Although the Act
states that it should apply to agency “dissemination of public information” regardless of
the form or format, 944 the OMB excludes “opinions” when the agency’s presentation
makes clear that the information is someone’s opinion rather than fact or the agency’s
own views. 945 Thus, the CFPB’s consumer complaint database and portions of the reports
on the CPSC’s SaferProducts.gov database might not fall under the IQA guidelinesso
long as the agencies clearly present the information as opinions by third parties. The
OMB also exempts “adjudicative processes,” 946 which might exclude many of the
enforcement databases in Appendix E.
Notwithstanding the legal scope of the Act (or OMB guidelines), it might be appropriate
in many instances to apply the Act to online databases. The Act helps ensure that the
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information is subject to minimum standards for accuracy and objectivity, and would
require procedures for parties to request corrections. Consumer groups were concerned
that the Act would be used to suppress, delay, or dilute information published by agencies
and thus should not apply to databases. 947 These groups strongly suspected that industry
would misuse the IQA to protect company interests. 948 Agencies should consider the
benefits and burdens of applying the Act to each database they maintain. Again, given the
volume and variety of agency databases, it is difficult to produce a blanket
recommendation on this issue.
9. OMB Clarifications to the Scope of the Information Quality Act
Recommendation. The OMB should clarify that the Information/Data Quality Act applies
to new substantive information in press releases that is not covered by previous
information dissemination subject to the Act. The OMB should also consider updating its
guidelines to account for the different types of databases published by agencies.
Benefits of applying the IQA. As discussed above, the IQA is well-suited to address some
of the longstanding problems with agency publicity. The IQA requires agencies to ensure
the quality, objectivity, utility, and integrity of certain information they disseminate.949
These requirements, if applied to agency publicity, would go a long way toward
addressing many of the longstanding problems with it. The IQA also requires agencies to
allow affected persons to request that agencies correct information that fails to meet the
substantive standards. 950 This requirement, if applied to agency publicity that contains
new substantive information, would also mitigate due process and other procedural
concerns with agency publicity practices. Applying the IQA to agency publicity would
seem to be palatable to agencies, as the IQA does not create judicially-enforceable rights
for private parties. 951
Unclear scope of the IQA. However, as explained in detail above, it is not clear whether
the IQA applies to press releases or to agency disclosures that constitute opinions. 952
Again, the IQA by its terms applies very broadly to “agency dissemination of public
information, regardless of the form or format in which such information is
disseminated.” 953 Although the IQA does not exempt press releases, the OMB’s final
guidelines inserted such an exemption without elaboration. 954 Compounding the
confusion, several agencies have drafted their own IQA guidelines to narrow the OMB’s
exemption for “press releases” to only those that are based on a precursor document that
is itself subject to the IQA. Appendix G surveys 42 different agency IQA guidelines, 955
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finding that most agencies narrow the OMB’s exemption for press releases in this way:

Guidelines that narrow the OMB’s exemption for press releases:
Guidelines that adopt the OMB’s broad exemption for press releases:
Guidelines that are unclear or do not address press releases directly:
Guidelines that conflict on whether broad or narrow exemption applies:
TOTAL

23
11
5
3
42

OIRA seems to have supported narrowing the press release exemption, noting in a
memorandum that doing so “avoids creating an incentive to misuse press releases to
circumvent information quality standards.” 956 Yet, OIRA has not stopped other agencies
from applying the press release exemption broadly, rather than narrowly. 957 As such, the
OMB should update its government-wide guidelines to make clear that the IQA applies to
new substantive information in press releases and other agency publicity that does not
derive from a precursor document subject to the IQA.
Applying the IQA to agency databases. As explained in the previous section, 958 the great
variety of agency databases deters any blanket recommendations. However, I encourage
agencies to evaluate whether their data quality guidelines should apply to online
databases that include negative information about identified products or parties. Again,
OMB exemptions for “opinions” and “adjudicative processes” might exclude several
important databases from the scope of data quality protections. Nevertheless, agencies
should consider using pre- and post-publication procedures to ensure the accuracy of data
posted online, and should consider using appropriate disclaimers to ensure that users
understand the context and any limitations of the data.
10. Review by an Ombudsman, Inspector General, or the GAO
Recommendation. Agencies that are not subject to the Information Quality Act, and do not
otherwise have post-publication procedures for requesting corrections to information should
direct objections to the agency’s announcement to the Ombudsman or Inspector General, as
appropriate.

Ombudsman review. In many agencies, the Office of Ombudsman would be well-suited
to hear complaints regarding inaccurate or unfair agency publicity. The CFPB’s
Ombudsman, for example, has heard complaints about the Consumer Complaint
Database. 959 The FDA maintains several product-specific ombudsmen, as well as a
centralized Office of the Ombudsman, 960 which has handled complaints under the
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Information/Data Quality Act, 961 and supports review by an Ombudsman. However,
some agencies, like the FTC, do not have an ombudsman. 962 Such agencies would need
to identify an Inspector General or equivalent to handle such reviews.
Inspector General review. An alternative to using an ombudsman is to use an Inspector
General to field objections to agency publicity practices. Inspectors General provide
another avenue for industry members to voice their preferences. 963 For example, the
SEC’s Office of Inspector General published a thorough review of Commission practices
when asked to investigate whether the SEC had violated its own policies in publicizing a
complaint against Goldman Sachs. 964 The report provides the most detailed review of an
agency’s internal deliberations over publicity since Gellhorn’s 1973 report. 965 FTC
officials said they would support Inspector General review of the Commission’s publicity
practices if there is any doubt about the propriety of agency practices, citing the Inspector
General’s capacity for independent analysis and its past evaluation of other FTC practices
as an analog. 966 Another indication that Inspector General review might be suitable for
agency publicity is the ongoing review of the CFPB’s consumer complaint database by
the Federal Reserve’s Office of Inspector General. 967 The office is auditing the CFPB
database “to assess the effectiveness of the CFPB's controls over the accuracy and
completeness of the public complaint database.” 968
Review by the Government Accountability Office (GAO). GAO review of agency
publicity practices or incidents may be another way to counterbalance agency discretion.
An attorney in private practice explained that although GAO review does not always
change agency behavior, agencies generally take such reviews seriously. 969 GAO
reviews, in her view, can range from being a “nuisance” to “serious,” and can bring
unwanted scrutiny to an agency. 970 Another benefit of GAO review is that private parties
harmed by agency publicity might be more willing to complain to the GAO than to the
agency itself. 971 Firms with repeated, ongoing business with agencies may be reluctant to
challenge agency practices. 972 Nevertheless, as an arm of Congress, the GAO may not be
an appropriate entity to review complaints from parties affected by executive branch
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agency action. Congress can request or order the GAO to examine agency policies,
practices, and procedures, but may not be an appropriate arbiter of complaints by
regulated parties with executive branch agencies.
B. Statutory Reforms
Recommendation. Congress should consider amending the Administrative Procedure Act
or the Information Quality Act to require agencies to publish written procedures
governing their use of publicity, including procedures tailored to social media, online
databases, and other new forms of agency disclosure.
Authorizing publicity? Parties aggrieved by agency publicity sometimes argue that the
agency acted ultra vires or otherwise lacked statutory authority to make the
announcement. Courts almost uniformly reject such arguments, given broadly-worded
statutes and the basic need for agencies to communicate with the public. 973 In 1973,
Gellhorn recommended that Congress specify which agencies could issue adverse
publicity, under which circumstances, and via which procedures. 974 Although
Recommendation 73-1 asked agencies to ensure that adverse publicity “fulfills an
authorized purpose,” 975 it stopped short of adopting Gellhorn’s full recommendation. My
prior research concluded that the full recommendation might be too ambitious today, as it
would require Congress to legislate agency-by-agency, with a fair bit of specificity. 976
Administrative Procedure Act. A relatively straightforward alternative would be to amend
the APA to make clear that agencies do have discretion to issue publicity or otherwise to
communicate with the public (perhaps a superfluous point), but require agencies to adopt
written policies. Given how few agencies formally implemented Recommendation 731, 977 an amendment to the APA would ensure more optimal compliance. The amendment
could be very short, and would need to reserve discretion for agencies to tailor
procedures to fit their regulatory responsibilities. However, because agency authority to
issue publicity does not seem to be a seriously contested issueand perhaps one not
appropriately addressed by the APAthe major contribution would be to codify the call
for agencies to publish written procedures. FTC officials note that a detailed
recommendation about agency procedures, as this might be, would not be appropriate to
address via the APA, which contains broader mandates. It is also worth noting that in
1970, the American Bar Association (ABA) adopted a resolution that “prejudicial agency
publicity” may be grounds for setting aside an agency action, and recommended
amending the APA to provide a cause of action for any person aggrieved by prejudicial
agency publicity in relation to an agency investigation or proceeding. 978 ACUS published
a statement in 1973 explaining that it “does not favor at this time amending the
973
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Administrative Procedure Act to treat agency issuance of prejudicial publicity,” as it
believed there was an “adequate legal remedy for agency publicity which affects the
integrity of an on-the-record agency proceeding.” 979
Federal Tort Claims Act. Gellhorn also recommended that Congress amend the Federal
Tort Claims Act (FTCA) 980 to compensate parties injured by agency publicity. 981 Injured
parties should be compensated, he thought, when the publicity was (i) directed at the
party, (ii) “materially erroneous, substantially misleading, or clearly excessive,” and (iii)
“not remedied by the final administrative action.” 982 The academic literatureboth
before 1973 and sinceconcludes that neither federal statutes nor judicial review
provides remedies for parties injured by agency publicity. 983 As with the APA, courts
routinely dismiss claims under the FTCA, which specifically excludes libel, slander, and
other government statements that would qualify as intentional torts, and broadly excludes
“discretionary functions.” 984 Appendix C documents these cases. As explained in the next
section, I do not endorse this recommendation, as judicial review of agency publicity
poses several problemslegal and practical.
Information Quality Act. A final target for congressional reform might be the IQA. 985
Amending the Act would allow Congress to resolve several ambiguities with the Act,
particularly whether it should apply to agency publicity, including newer forms like
social media and online databases. It would also require consideration of the appropriate
procedures for requesting corrections, retractions, or disclaimers. Finally, amendments to
the IQA would also allow stakeholdersCongress, agencies, the subjects of publicity,
and regulatory beneficiaries 986to carefully consider how to balance public and private
interests. The IQA was passed with little attention, as a rider to an appropriations bill,987
and might benefit from being more fully ventilated. An alternative, short of amendment,
would be for the OMB to address these issues via guidance, after soliciting public
comment.
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C. Judicial Review Reforms
Recommendation. I do not recommend judicial review of agency publicity outside the
“compelling” circumstances envisioned (but yet to be encountered) by courts.
Survey of cases since 1973. The academic literature uniformly concludes that judicial
review is not available for parties injured by agency publicity. 988 My 2011 article
reviewed 26 federal court opinions since 1973 involving agency publicity. Appendix C
updates this research, showing a total of 33 federal court opinions since 1973,
representing 30 unique judicial challenges to agency publicity. Twenty of these
challenged agency press releases. Eight challenged agency press conferences or other
statements (or leaks) to the media. The other suits involved agency publications, such as
public warning letter, a guide, and even agency dissemination of a scientific journal
article written by agency scientists. Two cases involved either the threat or possibility of
publicity. 989 Finally, the chart includes one “reverse FOIA” case, in which plaintiffs
challenged a federal statute that prohibits the FEC from making public its investigations
into suspected campaign finance violations. 990 (Note that some of these cases involve
multiple types of announcements.)
Only three of the 33 opinions are favorable to the challenger. Two of these cases deny
very early agency motions to dismiss, and thus may be of limited importance. In DenMat Corp. v. United States, a district court refused to grant the FDA’s motion to dismiss,
allowing Den-Mat a chance to establish its claims that a Warning Letter and
accompanying publicity could qualify as final agency action. 991 In Kaiser Aluminum &
Chemical Corp. v. CPSC, another district court denied the CPSC’s motion to dismiss,
finding that CPSC press releases and fact sheets were final agency action. 992 The third
case, Reliance Electric Co. v. CPSC, was a “reverse FOIA” case in which a company
challenged the CPSC’s releasing roughly 500 pages of investigative documents in
response to a FOIA request. 993 The D.C. Circuit remanded to require the CPSC to
respond to the company’s objections that some of the documents were inaccurate. There
is no record that any of these challengers obtained equitable or monetary relief in these
cases.
Thus, notwithstanding a few minor victories, the case law since 1973 confirms the
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original observation by ACUS that agency publicity “is almost never subject to effective
judicial review.” 994 There are several reasons why this is so. Challengers (and courts)
struggle to locate appropriate causes of action. Moreover, agency publicity raises
complicated questions about exhaustion of administrative remedies, ripeness doctrine,
sovereign immunity, the record to be reviewed, and the lack of suitable remedies.
What cause of action? Aggrieved parties have struggled to find an appropriate cause of
action for challenging agency publicity. Most parties sue under the APA. 995 APA § 704
offers a generic cause of action to parties aggrieved by agency action. 996 And APA § 706
directs courts to “hold unlawful and set aside agency action” that is “in excess of
statutory jurisdiction, authority, or limitations, or short of statutory right.” 997 However,
most challenges under the APA fail for one of the following two reasons.
Publicity is not “agency action.” Although there is a “strong presumption that
Congress intends judicial review of administrative action,” 998 courts routinely decline to
review agency publicity on the grounds that it is not “agency action,” or is not “final,” or
both, under the APA. 999 The D.C. Circuit has hinted that agency publicity might be
reviewable if the agency intended it as a sanction, or if it was false, but the court has yet
to encounter such a case. 1000 The APA defines “agency action” to include “the whole or
part of an agency rule, order, license, sanction, relief, or the equivalent or denial
thereof.” 1001 As Appendix C shows, courts sometimes evaluate whether agency publicity
qualifies as a “sanction.” The APA defines “sanction” as “an agency … prohibition,
requirement, limitation, or other condition affecting the freedom of a person[, or] …
taking other compulsory or restrictive action.” 1002 The legislative history to the APA
shows that publicity used as a sanction was a “troublesome subject” to Congress,
particularly when the agency lacked statutory authority for this purpose. 1003 Moreover,
the D.C. Circuit has steadily retreated from its assertion almost 70 years ago that agency
publicity is never reviewable under the APA. 1004 But only one courta Delaware District
Courthas found agency publicity to constitute “final agency action.” 1005 Again, the D.C.
Circuit and other courts have yet to encounter a suitable case for review. The D.C. Circuit
has noted that “adverse impact alone would not necessarily make agency publicity
reviewable as a sanction,” explaining that the aggrieved party would have to show
evidence that the agency intended to penalize the company or that the publicity was
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false. 1006 This might require a showing that the publicity “caused destruction of property
or revocation of a license.” 1007 The most notable recent decision on this issue is Trudeau
v. FTC, discussed above, 1008 in which an infomercial producer challenged a press release
by the FTC describing their settlement. 1009 The D.C. Circuit held that Trudeau did not
have a valid cause of action under the APA, observing that the circuit had “never found a
press release of the kind at issue here to constitute ‘final agency action’ under the
APA.” 1010 The D.C. Circuit did not categorically bar such an action, but found that the
FTC’s press release was neither false nor misleading, concluding that “no reasonable
person could misinterpret the press release in the ways that Trudeau suggests.” 1011
Publicity is not “final.” If a separate statute does not specifically grant judicial review,
the APA allows courts to review only “final” agency actions rather than tentative,
intermediate, or interlocutory decisions. 1012 Courts have interpreted “finality” to mean
that the agency’s decision is the consummation of its decision-making process and
determines a party’s legal rights or obligations, or otherwise has some legal consequence
for the party. 1013 However, agency publicity is rarely intended to represent a final or
binding determination by the agency. 1014 Again, although the D.C. Circuit has hinted that
adverse publicity that is intended to sanction, or is demonstrably false, could be “final,” it
has never encountered such a case. 1015 The district court in Trudeau noted that courts
must review agency announcements “with care,” and that they reside “at the outermost
boundaries of the definitions of both ‘final’ and ‘agency action.’” 1016
Other potential causes of action. Aside from the APA, parties have challenged
agency publicity under the Privacy Act, the Information/Data Quality Act, the Federal
Tort Claims Act (FTCA), and the due process clause of the Constitution. Each of these
vehicles lacks in some way. For example, the FTCA specifically excludes libel, slander,
and other statements by the government that would qualify as intentional torts. 1017 Courts
have interpreted these exclusions as covering press releases. 1018 The FTCA also includes
a sprawling exception for discretionary functions, which courts have interpreted as
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covering not only the initial decision to issue a press release, but also the underlying data
upon which the press release relies. 1019
Only four of the 30 distinct cases in Appendix C involve due process arguments, and
courts give these claims only superficial treatment. 1020 Plaintiffs have also asserted
violations of the First Amendment and the Bill of Attainder Clause, but these claims are
no more successful. 1021
As a last resort, several parties have sought relief via private bills in Congress. Private
bills entail a house of Congress’s adopting a bill asking the Court of Federal Claims to
determine whether the U.S. government should compensate a party for injuries caused by
an agency. 1022 If the Court of Federal Claims agrees, Congress must adopt a private law
approving the compensation, and it must be signed by the President. 1023 However, as
Appendix C shows, the Court of Federal Claims routinely denies compensation for
agency publicity, largely because agency publicity is not compensable under the
FTCA. 1024 As long as the agency has a rational basis for issuing the publicity and did not
make an error, courts are reluctant to grant compensation. 1025
Other barriers to review. Other legal and practical barriers weigh against judicial review
of agency publicity, at least outside of the “compelling” cases envisioned by some courts.
Exhaustion. Many claims against agencies are frustrated because the challenger failed
to exhaust administrative remedies. Of course, most agencies provide no such remedies
for adverse publicity. 1026 Even regimes like the IQA that do provide administrative
procedures are found not to entail judicial review. 1027 Sometimes, a party can seek
judicial review before exhausting administrative remedies if the agency’s procedures
cannot provide effective relief. For example, one court allowed a challenge to proceed
because the company alleged that the agency’s public statements would continue to cause
severe damage to the company. 1028 Thus, courts might be sympathetic if the harm is
immediate and agency procedures provide no real remedy. 1029 Otherwise, agencies
frequently invoke the exhaustion doctrine, even without providing adequate
administrative remedies.
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Ripeness. Even if agency publicity constitutes final agency action, it must also be ripe
for review. 1030 Most courts decline to review agency publicity even if it has a significant
practical effect on the company. 1031 However, the district court in Den-Mat rejected the
FDA’s motion to dismiss for lack of ripeness, finding that FDA threats in a Warning
Letter essentially demanded “compliance” with the agency’s position and was more
definitive, final, and harmful than in most cases because the FDA said it would
recommend that other federal agencies not award contracts to the company unless the
allegations were resolved. 1032 The court noted that FDA had already “utilized the public
press to enforce its determination.” 1033 Under ripeness doctrine, the court found that the
company was in a Catch-22either comply with the FDA’s demands or risk an
enforcement action. 1034 Still, the opinion in Den-Mat is an outlier with regard to both
publicity and Warning Letters. Such holdings remain the exception, not the rule, and lack
of ripeness remains a barrier for most litigants.
Sovereign immunity. Compounding matters for litigants, agencies and agency
officials that make public statements may be immune from suit. When agency officials
are sued in their individual capacities to avoid sovereign immunity, the officials can
invoke executive privilege to make statements to the public. 1035 Moreover, agencies
might have a First Amendment right to issue publicity. One court emphasized that courts
“should be hesitant to restrain the Government in speaking out about matters of public
concern absent some very strong overriding showing of inappropriate harm.” 1036
Record for review. Another major barrier for effective judicial review is identifying
an appropriate record for review. A claim that an agency abused its discretion would need
to be proven by reference to internal agency documents, such as e-mails, memoranda, and
the like. Moreover, claims that an agency intended to sanction a company via publicity
would need to be supported by evidence of such intent. As the Inspector General
investigation into the SEC’s announcement of its complaint against Goldman Sachs
demonstrates, such inquiries can be exceedingly difficult. 1037 The Inspector General
reviewed over 3.4 million emails from 64 separate SEC employees and took sworn
testimony from 32 witnesses to produce its report. 1038 More readily-available judicial
review of agency publicity could be a significant burden to agencies and detract
significantly from their regulatory responsibilities.
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Remedies. A final barrier to effective judicial review is the difficulty in crafting an
appropriate remedy for parties aggrieved by agency publicity. Both courts and scholars
struggle to identify workable, satisfactory remedies. Indeed, part of the reluctance to
recognize judicial review in statutes like the IQA probably stems from the difficulty in
identifying an appropriate, judicially enforceable remedy.
For these reasons, I do not recommend judicial review of agency publicity, absent the
“compelling” circumstances envisioned by courts.
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